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Abstract

Photonic integrated circuits (PICs) combine hundreds of optical compo-
nents on a chip, and can enable fast communications, high-performance com-
puting, and improved sensing. PICs, made by miniaturized optical waveg-
uides, require many reconfigurable elements to enable programmable func-
tionalities and to compensate for fabrication variations and environmental
factors. However, current reconfiguration methods consume large amounts of
electrical power, which is a bottleneck for their scalability, and limits their
applications. A promising technology to alleviate this bottleneck is photonic
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), which provides low-power recon-
figuration of PICs using electromechanical actuation.

This thesis reports on several photonic MEMS devices and technologies
that enable low-power reconfiguration for PICs, and bring new functionalities
towards efficient nonlinear optics, optical beam steering, and photonic Lab-
on-chips (LoCs).

A fundamental element of reconfigurable PICs is the phase shifter, and
this thesis introduces novel photonic MEMS phase shifters with low power
consumption, low optical losses, and linear actuation, and applies them to re-
configurable filtering. Moreover, photonic MEMS bring novel functionalities
arising from the mechanical movement of waveguide components, and, in this
thesis, a method to tune waveguide dispersion for efficient nonlinear optics in
silicon, and two types of reconfigurable waveguide gratings for low-power op-
tical beam steering are developed. The photonic MEMS platform introduced
in this thesis can be combined with polarization diversity schemes by using a
novel suspended polarization beam splitter.

In addition, other technologies addressing challenges in integrated pho-
tonics are introduced, such as a lithium niobate on insulator (LNOI) plat-
form that combines grating couplers, high confinement waveguides, and Bragg
gratings, for electro-optic modulation and efficient nonlinear optics; and a
cost-efficient method to integrate photonic sensors into LoCs for healthcare
applications.

The technologies introduced in this thesis have potential to enable large-
scale, power-efficient, and highly functional PICs, with prospects for more
efficient and more functional optical information technologies.

Keywords: Micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS), photonics, silicon
photonics, photonic integrated circuits (PIC), lithium niobate photonics, ring
resonator, polarization beam splitter (PBS), microfluidic integration, lab-on-
chip (LoC), optical beam steering, nonlinear optics.
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Sammanfattning

Integrerad fotonik möjliggör en nära integration av hundratals optiska
komponenter på chip, med potential för snabb kommunikation, högpresteran-
de datorer och noggranna sensorer. Integrerade fotonikkretsar kräver många
konfigurerbara element för att kompensera för tillverkningsvariationer och
möjliggör programmerbara funktioner, men hög strömförbrukning hos nuva-
rande metoder begränsar deras skalbarhet och därmed användning. En lovan-
de teknik för att åtgärda denna flaskhals är fotoniska mikroelektromekaniska
system (MEMS), som möjliggör lågeffektskonfiguration av integrerade foto-
niska vågledare genom elektromekanisk manövrering.

Denna avhandling behandlar olika fotoniska MEMS komponenter och tek-
nologier som ger lågeffektsrekonfigurerbara fotonikkretsar och öppnar för nya
funktioner, så som effektiv ickelinjär optik, optisk strålstyrning och fotoniska
Lab-on-Chip system.

Fasskiftaren är en fundamental komponent för konfigurerbara fotonikkret-
sar och denna avhandling inför nya MEMS fasskiftare med låg effektförbruk-
ning, låga förluster och lineär aktuation och nyttjar dem för konfigurerbar
filtrering. Vidare möjliggör MEMS nya funktioner med sitt ursprung i den
mekaniska förflyttningen av vågledarkomponenter och i denna avhandling in-
troduceras en metod för att stämma av vågledardispersion, vilket möjliggör
effektiv ickelinjär optik i kisel. Här utvecklas även två typer av konfigurerbara
vågledargitter för optisk strålstyrning. Den fotoniska MEMS plattformen som
tagits fram kan även utnyttjas för polarisationsmanipulation och för detta än-
damål utvecklades en frihängande polarisationsdelare.

MEMS-teknologin kan även ge integrerad fotonik nya funktioner, och den-
na avhandling rapporterar om en litiumniobat-på-isolator (LNOI) plattform
som kombinerar gitterkopplare, hårt guidande vågledare och Bragg-gitter, för
elektrooptisk modulation och effektiv ickelinjär optik. Slutligen demonstre-
ras en kostnadseffektiv integration av fotoniska sensorer i Lab-on-Chip för
medicinska applikationer.

De tekniker som introduceras i denna avhandling möjliggör uppskalning
av fotoniska integrerade kretsar och introducerar nya funktioner i dem, med
framtidsutsikter för snabbare, mer effektiva och mer funktionella optiska in-
formationsteknologier.

Carlos Errando Herranz, carloseh@kth.se
Avdelningen för Mikro- och Nanosystem
Skolan för Elektroteknik och Datavetenskap,
Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan, 100 44 Stockholm, Sverige
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter, I briefly introduce the field of photonics and highlight its current
challenges; then introduce the field of MEMS. Lastly, I outline the objectives and
the structure of this thesis.

1.1 Photonics

Photons are elementary particles responsible for all electromagnetic waves, includ-
ing light. Figure 1.1a shows a schematic representation of an electromagnetic wave,
which is classically understood as a propagating wave formed by oscillations of elec-
tric and magnetic fields, with a characteristic wavelength λ. Photonics, in turn, is
the science and technology of photons: their generation, manipulation, and detec-
tion.

Depending on their wavelength, electromagnetic waves span from long wave-
length radio-frequency (RF), through infrared (IR), visible, and ultraviolet (UV)
light, to very short wavelength X-rays and gamma (γ) rays (Fig. 1.1b).

electric
�eld

magnetic
�eld

propagation
direction

a)

wavelength (λ)

b)

γ-raysoptics

λ [m]  =
10-16108 10-8 10-1210-4100104

radiofrequency X-rays

10-3 10-8

IR light visible light UV light

10-710-610-510-4

Figure 1.1: a) Photons are electromagnetic waves formed by interacting electric and
magnetic fields. b) Depending on the size of the wavelength of this wave, photons range
from long wavelength RF, through IR, visible, and UV light, to X-rays and γ-rays.
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

You can think of photons being continuously produced (such as in your lamp or
in the sun), manipulated (by reflecting or being absorbed by objects, or, unless you
are living a Swedish winter, coming trough your window), and detected (by your
eyes or cameras).

Since the early days in history, humans have learned to control light, and this
trend has steadily evolved from the use of fire until the development of technologies
such as digital cameras, telescopes, displays, and microscopes.

This thesis contributes to a number of those technologies, in particular the
so-called optical information technologies. These include a series of applications
such as optical communications and signal processing, optical quantum information
technologies, and optical sensing.

Photonics for communications and signal processing

Optical communications are older than most people think. Visual cues such as
smoke signals, flags, or beacons were among the first types of long-distance com-
munication systems used by mankind. However, these technologies were not very
practical, and in the 18th century, electricity started to be used for communications,
and rapidly became the dominant technology, still used to this day.

Recently, communication technologies are turning towards optics, but in a radi-
cally different way to ancient optical communications. By transmitting modulated
laser light through optical fibers, optical communication systems can carry more
information than electrical wires. The reason behind the superiority of optics over
electricity for communications is that electrical losses and electromagnetic interfer-
ence in electrical wires limit their maximum data transmission. In contrast, the lack
of electromagnetic interference of photons (they do not interact with each other)
and their low transmission losses, makes them an excellent option for communica-
tions [1]. In consequence, optical fibers for communications are not only entering
data centers (where most communication is handled, a.k.a. where the Internet
lives), but also reaching homes [1].

These properties of photons are not only useful for communications, but also for
signal processing and computation. Optical circuits can compute certain algorithms
at extremely high speeds. One example is matrix multiplication [2, 3], which lies at
the heart of applications such as machine learning for artificial intelligence (AI) [4]
and neuromorphic computing [5].

Photonics for quantum information technology

Many of the technologies that we enjoy nowadays come from the so-called first
quantum revolution, during the early 20th century, in which quantum mechanical
principles were discovered and developed. The deeper understanding of nature,
brought by those quantum mechanical principles, enabled the development of de-
vices such as transistors and lasers, giving rise to computers, smart phones, and
the Internet.
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Recently, a second quantum revolution is on the rise: now we are not only pas-
sive observers and users of the material properties given by quantum mechanics in
nature, but we are able to engineer materials with new properties. For example,
we can now build our own artificial atoms (e.g. quantum dots), with electrical and
optical properties different to natural atoms. Not only that, but we can create
complex quantum states not likely to be present anywhere else in the universe [6].
These technologies make use of quantum mechanical effects such as superposition
and entanglement to, for example, achieve perfectly secure communications [7],
accurately simulate physical phenomena [8], create radically new ways of computa-
tion [9], and make sensors that beat classical detection limits [10]. The applications
of these second quantum revolution technologies are many, with products already
reaching the market [11, 12].

Quantum states can be prepared using different technologies, such as supercon-
ducting circuits, trapped ions, electron and nuclear spins, or photons. In general,
photons are promising for quantum information applications due to their insensi-
tivity to other photons and environmental noise, and because they can be easily
manipulated and formed into complex quantum states [13].

Currently, quantum photonics is the most promising technology for secure com-
munications and cryptography, partly for the same reasons that makes optics ideal
for communications, with the added fact that there is a readily available world-wide
optical fiber network. This has resulted in early commercialization of quantum key
distribution products [11]. Moreover, quantum computation and simulation can
be performed using linear optical circuits, which opens promising prospects for
scalability due to its simple implementation [13]. In terms of sensing, or quantum
metrology, specific photon states in standard optical interferometers have surpassed
detection limits previously thought unbeatable [10], and are already finding use in
fields such as gravitational wave detection [14].

Photonics for sensing

When photons come in contact with a material, their properties are affected by
the nature of the material. For example, photons can acquire a phase shift (i.e.
be delayed with respect to the same photons in vacuum by being absorbed and
re-emitted), change direction (e.g. be reflected by a mirror, or scattered), change
polarization, change wavelength (e.g. get absorbed and then re-emitted at different
wavelength), generate more photons (e.g. trigger decay from an excited state),
or get absorbed (e.g. excite an electron in a material or excite vibrations in a
molecule).

By analyzing those changes in photons, one can deduce which material the
photons went through. Such changes in photon properties can be measured very
accurately by making use of sensitive photodetectors, optical amplification, and
interferometric techniques. These technologies, combined with the lack of electro-
magnetic interference that avoids noise present in other systems, make optics an
excellent technology for sensing [15].
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1.2 Integrated photonics

The field of photonics has lead to a plethora of experiments and commercial prod-
ucts over the years. However, current optical experiments are reaching a limit: ex-
perimental setups are bulky and large, expensive, and have a high power consump-
tion. Control of these optical systems becomes very challenging, and drastically
limits the scalability of photonic technologies. All the previously mentioned appli-
cations can greatly benefit from miniaturization, better control over light paths,
higher optical circuit complexity (i.e. more functionalities), and lower fabrication
cost [16, 17].

These goals can be achieved by shrinking photonics, so that photons are confined
within a stack of materials with different refractive indexes, acting as mirrors,
guiding and routing the photons. These structures are called waveguides, and a
common example of a waveguide is the optical fiber: a thin cylinder of glass with
a high refractive index core that is used to guide light. Waveguides can be made
very small, with many of them packed inside a chip in a small area, shaping all
kind of optical components, similarly to integrated circuits (ICs). And, like ICs in
electronics, photonic integrated circuits (PICs) can be made very complex, small,
and at a very low cost.

Not only that, but confining the photons in such small volumes allows access to
a wide range of largely unexplored micro- and nanoscale physical phenomena, such
as strong light-matter interactions, which we are only starting to touch upon [18].

1.3 Challenges in integrated photonics

Depending on the targeted application, many different challenges for PICs can be
listed. Figure 1.2 shows a schematic of a typical complete photonic platform. In the
figure and in the following list, I highlight general challenges and required features
for building a complete integrated photonic platform.

A complete integrated photonics platform features:
• waveguides with a high refractive index and a high refractive index step over

a large spectral transparency window with low losses;
• sources and photodetectors;
• strong nonlinear optical effects with low nonlinear optical loss [19];
• and low power reconfiguration [17];
• fabricated via wafer-scale processing [20].
Note that other features and components, not directly mentioned in this list,

may be indirectly included in other groups (such as modulators, or optical non-
reciprocal devices), or required for specific applications (such as integration into
Lab-on-Chips (LoC) [15] depicted in Fig. 1.2, optical inputs and outputs for telecom-
munications, and optical memories). Moreover, monolithic wafer-level processing
of photonic chips including all these elements is not necessarily the best solution,
and other methods like photonic wire-bonding might turn out to be more scalable.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of a complete integrated photonic platform, highlighting the
challenges addressed by the papers included this thesis. A complete photonic platform
combines sources, detectors, nonlinear optic elements, and sensors; interfaced via reconfig-
urable photonics made from high refractive index and high refractive index step low-loss
waveguides; fabricated via a scalable method such as wafer-scale processing. Reconfigu-
ration and electrical power input are then handled by control electronics, and externally
programmed.

The complete integrated photonics platform in Fig. 1.2 features optical sources,
detectors, nonlinear elements, and sensors, interfaced via a reconfigurable waveg-
uide circuit. All these elements are powered and controlled by electronics, and
ultimately programming. The reconfigurable circuit in the figure features a trian-
gular mesh formed by modules made by two fundamental elements: phase shifters
and passive directional couplers. Large reconfigurable circuits enable reprogram-
ming of the system to, for example, encode data using different modulation schemes
for optical communications, perform different computational algorithms for AI or
quantum computing, filter and analyze varying signals from the sensors, or simply
compensate for environmental factors.

A photonic platform that completely fulfills such a requirement list is nowadays
non-existent, since commonly used material platforms fulfill some, but not all of
these features. Consequently, current research in the integrated photonics field
focuses on developing new and hybrid material platforms, or improving existing
ones by developing new technologies and devices.

1.4 Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)

Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) have prospects to address many of the
challenges in integrated photonics by improving and developing microfabrication
processes (e.g. for waveguide fabrication, source and photodetector integration, or
LoC development), and by enabling low-power reconfiguration of photonic devices.
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Literal analysis of the acronym MEMS provides a clear understanding of how
the field was traditionally defined. Micro stands for the micrometric scale of MEMS
technologies, usually ranging from tens of microns to a millimeter. Electro refers
to electricity and electronics, and defines devices that are controlled or read-out by
electrical signals. Mechanical refers to mechanical movement.

The first patented and batch-fabricated MEMS device dates from the mid 1960s,
and was a mechanical resonating beam coupled to electronics, used as an electrical
frequency filter [21]. Since the early days, the ambition has been to use the already
advanced silicon microelectronic processing technologies to batch-fabricate mechan-
ically actuated devices with new functionalities, such as sensors or actuators. This
has resulted in a large range of successful commercial sensors such as microphones,
accelerometers, gyroscopes, or pressure sensors; and actuators, such as switches,
micromirrors, or inkjet printheads [22].

Stepping aside from the classical definition of MEMS, the field of MEMS, with
its strong base on microfabrication, nowadays comprises micro-scale devices and
technologies that use many physical principles, not restricted to electricity and me-
chanics. This results in MEMS being an interdisciplinary combination of scientific
fields, particularly, fluidics, biology, chemistry, thermodynamics, mechanics, and
electromagnetism.

1.5 Aims and objectives of this thesis

The aim of this PhD work was to address some of the challenges of integrated
photonics by developing photonic MEMS technologies, with prospects to improve
communications, computing, and healthcare.

More specifically, low power reconfiguration of integrated photonics was
addressed by developing MEMS tunable phase shifters and filters [Paper I], waveg-
uide dispersion tuning [Paper II] with the additional aim to improve the ef-
ficiency of nonlinear photonics, and beam steering with waveguide gratings
[Papers III and IV]. In addition, a suspended polarization beam splitter was devel-
oped for use of polarization diversity in photonic MEMS and suspended photonics
[Paper V].

MEMS fabrication technologies enable a wide range of devices in different ma-
terial platforms, and challenges such as improving the efficiency of nonlinear
photonics and integrating photonic sensors in LoC were addressed by devel-
oping a lithium niobate (LN) waveguide platform [Paper VI], and by developing a
cost-effective fabrication approach to integrate microfluidic sample handling with
silicon photonic sensors [Paper VII], respectively.

Figure 1.2 places the contributions of this thesis in the context of developing a
complete photonic platform.
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1.6 Structure of this thesis

This thesis is formed by eight chapters.
Chapter 1 introduces the field of photonics, its challenges, and the field of

MEMS, leading to the objectives and the structure of this thesis.
In Chapter 2, an overview of theoretical concepts of key importance for un-

derstanding the work presented in this thesis is introduced. Theoretical aspects of
waveguides, photonic devices, MEMS actuators, and the combination of photonics
and MEMS are discussed.

Chapter 3 introduces the background of integrated photonics, and focuses on
previous work addressing the challenge of low-power reconfiguration. The chap-
ter then focuses on MEMS solutions, and in particular devices concerning phase
shifting. Then, it discusses the background for other reconfigurable photonic de-
vices such as waveguide dispersion tuners, beam steering, and polarization diversity
systems.

In Chapter 4, research results on photonic MEMS are introduced and dis-
cussed, putting emphasis on significant design and experimental aspects not dis-
cussed in detail in the research papers. Then, a discussion on how this research
addresses the challenges of low-power reconfigurable photonics, and its limitations
is presented. In particular, the photonic MEMS devices and methods introduced in
this thesis are: i) a phase shifter and its application to a reconfigurable add-drop
ring resonator [Paper I], ii) a method for tuning waveguide dispersion for nonlinear
silicon photonics [Paper II], iii) two technologies for reconfigurable waveguide grat-
ings for beam steering [Papers III and IV], and iv) a suspended polarization beam
splitter (PBS) [Paper V].

Chapter 5 describes the fabrication process developed for suspended silicon
photonics and photonic MEMS, and used in Papers I, II, III, IV, and V. Moreover,
it delves into design choices, and provides information on design considerations and
process scalability towards batch-processing photonic MEMS in a foundry, and its
extension to other material platforms.

Chapter 6 introduces the background, describes, and discusses, other photonic
devices and methods enabled by MEMS technologies part of this work. These are
an integrated LNOI platform [Paper VI], and cost-effective integration of photonics
on LoCs [Paper VII].

Chapter 7 provides a conclusion to the work presented in this thesis, in light
of the challenges addressed.

Chapter 8 discusses future prospects for photonic MEMS, and in particular
for the technologies presented in this thesis.





Chapter 2

Theoretical overview

Here, I give an overview of theoretical concepts of relevance to this thesis, includ-
ing waveguide theory and devices, MEMS actuators, and their combination into
photonic MEMS.

2.1 Theory of photonics1

2.1.1 Light in a dielectric waveguide

The refractive index of a material is defined as a complex number n̄ = n + iκ.
Its real part n defines the relation between the speed of light in the material (v,
phase velocity) and the speed of light in vacuum c, and subsequently between the
wavelength of the light in the material λ and in vacuum λ0: n = c/v = λ0/λ. The
imaginary part κ is related to the change in the electromagnetic field magnitude
of the wave traveling through the material (be it attenuation in most materials, or
gain in certain cases). In this thesis, we consider only transparent materials, and
define their refractive index as a real value (κ = 0).

A dielectric is a material in which an application of an electric field, originated,
for example, in an electromagnetic wave, results in generated electric dipole mo-
ments. If we consider a stack of three dielectrics with refractive indexes varying
along the stack direction and invariant along the rest of the axis, we can solve the
Maxwell’s equations analytically. This is done by reducing the Maxwell’s equations
to the Helmholtz equation (assuming slowly varying or piecewise constant refractive
index), and obtaining its eigenmodes. These eigenmodes, or modes, are a set of
solutions, and can be confined (i.e. guided modes) or radiative. For certain choices
of refractive indexes, such as a high refractive index layer sandwiched between two
lower refractive index layers, the structure may support confined, guided modes,
which propagate in parallel to the material interfaces (see Fig. 2.1a).

1Most of the discussion in this section is based on Refs. [23, 24].

9
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For each of the modes, depending on the amount of electromagnetic field present
in each material, the light travels at a speed between those the light will travel
at if traveling independently in each of the materials. We can then define an
effective refractive index using the mode’s phase velocity vwg or the wavelength of
the light in the waveguide mode λwg as neff = c/vwg = λ0/λwg, with nmin < neff <
nmax. Figure 2.1 shows examples of such waveguides, in which the solutions to the
eigenvalue problem define electromagnetic fields formed by a sinusoidal component
in the central, high refractive index material layer (called waveguide core), and
evanescently decaying fields in the low refractive index layers (called top and bottom
claddings). These solutions are also sinusoidal in the propagation direction and in
time.

These waveguide modes can have two orthogonal polarizations: transverse elec-
tric (TE), with no electric field in the direction of propagation, and transverse
magnetic (TM), with no magnetic field in the direction of propagation. Depending
on the material properties and the geometry of the waveguide, different polariza-
tions can travel at different speeds, and thus carry a different effective refractive
index. If the source of polarization-dependent propagation is the material, this is
called material birefringence, and if the source is the waveguide geometry, the effect
is called waveguide birefringence.

Rectangular waveguides

The optical modes in a rectangular dielectric waveguide, which are of concern to
this work and all PICs, do not have an analytical solution, and are commonly solved
by approximation, or by numerical approaches.

One approach is the effective index method, which consists of i) simplification
of a 2D rectangular waveguide cross-section by slicing it into three vertical slab
waveguides, ii) obtaining the solutions to the three slab eigenvalue problems to
obtain their effective indexes, which iii) then form a slab waveguide along the
perpendicular axis, that can be analytically solved. The solutions to this method are
analytical and thus rigorous, but stem from an effective index slab approximation
to Maxwell’s equations.

The most used methods, which start directly with the Maxwell’s equations, are
based on discretization of the waveguide cross-section, and subsequent solution by
finite-difference or finite-element approaches. It is important to note that, for these
methods, one has to make sure that the problem boundaries are far enough away
so that the electric fields at the boundary become negligible, and the boundary
conditions thus do not influence the solution.

In such rectangular dielectric waveguides, the modes are not pure TE and TM
modes, since there is an electric and magnetic field component along the propaga-
tion direction. They are then called Quasi-TE and Quasi-TM, but, for simplicity,
in this thesis we will call them TE and TM.

In general, rectangular waveguides support a number of TE and TM modes,
depending on the waveguide geometry and refractive index of the materials involved.
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Figure 2.1: Cross-section of numerically simulated waveguide eigenmodes (wave propa-
gation is perpendicular to the page, along z-axis), showing the amplitude of the electric
field (red-blue as high-low amplitude) for a) the fundamental TE mode in a symmetric
slab waveguide. b) Fundamental TE mode in a rectangular waveguide, with adjacent
linear plots of the electric field amplitude along the center of the waveguide in two axis,
with showing the evanescent field extending beyond the waveguide core, c) Fundamental
TM mode in the same waveguide, and d) fundamental TE mode in a ridge waveguide.

These modes are numbered by subscript nm, with the integers n and m being
the mode orders in the horizontal and vertical axis. Some examples of simulated
waveguide cross-sections and waveguide modes can be found in Fig. 2.1. Here, like
in most PIC devices, we are going to focus on single-mode waveguides, in which
only the fundamental TE (Fig. 2.1b and d) and TM (Fig. 2.1c) modes are guided.

Phase shift in waveguides

The phase of a wave traveling through a waveguide depends on a number of factors.
The phase φ [rad] of an electromagnetic wave exiting a waveguide with length L
and effective refractive index neff, is φ = 2πLneff/λ0. Consequently, by changing
λ0, L, or neff, the wave experiences a phase shift with respect to the unchanged
case.

Changing neff is an important case, and can be achieved by changing the refrac-
tive index of any of the materials forming the waveguide (e.g. top, bottom cladding,
or core), for example by exchanging air cladding for a liquid. The effective index of
the mode then varies by ∆neff, which leads to a change in phase velocity along the
affected length of the waveguide, which means a change in phase ∆φ for the wave,
such that

∆φ = 2π L
λ0

∆neff. (2.1)

This effect is key for reconfigurable photonics and optical sensing. For example,
by changing the effective index of a waveguide mode, the phase of the wave can
be tuned, which can in turn tune effects such as interference. Or the other way
around: one can detect changes in refractive index by measuring phase shifts of
a wave, for example by using interferometric approaches, and back-calculate the
refractive index of the material that caused the phase shift.
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Losses in waveguides

Light propagating in waveguides can experience power loss due to radiation, scat-
tering, and absorption.

Radiation losses, caused by radiative modes leaking out of a waveguide, do not
generally affect perfectly guided waves. However, tight waveguide bends, which can
be modeled as a deformation on the refractive index profile of the waveguide, make
possible the excitation of radiative modes. In general, the lower the waveguide
refractive index step, the higher the bend losses for a certain bend radius.

Scattering losses are caused by waveguide discontinuities along the propagation
direction, usually along the waveguide sidewalls, due to roughness originating from
non-optimal etching processes during waveguide fabrication, and are the predomi-
nant losses for PICs. The magnitude of these losses depends on the optical size of
the waveguide discontinuity, and thus scale with the size of discontinuity, its refrac-
tive index step, and inversely with wavelength. Roughness is usually determined
by the waveguide fabrication process, and wavelength is determined by the applica-
tion, but refractive index step can be tailored by selecting the materials forming the
waveguide. Scattering losses scale approximately with the square of the refractive
index step, assuming constant roughness, wavelength, and electric field magnitude
on the sidewalls.

Absorption losses are due to the properties of the materials forming the waveg-
uide, and can be caused, for example, by excitation of electron-hole pairs for photon
energies higher than the electronic band gap of semiconductors. Other sources of
absorption losses are defects, doping, free carriers, or excitation of vibrational de-
grees of freedom of atoms and molecules. For the materials and devices developed
in this thesis, absorption losses at the wavelengths used are mostly negligible.

Dispersion in waveguides

The propagation properties of a mode in a waveguide depend on many factors,
such as material, geometry, polarization, and wavelength. We have already seen
how geometry, refractive index, and polarization affect propagation properties.

However, we have not yet considered the wavelength dependence, usually called
dispersion (or chromatic dispersion). In general, the properties (such as refractive
index or absorption losses) of a material depend on wavelength. This is called
material dispersion, and is usually described by the so-called Sellmeier equations for
the material. By shaping the materials into a waveguide, we introduce a geometrical
effect to dispersion (waveguide dispersion), since the waves are confined and their
effective index then depends on the waveguide geometry and wavelength.

This is dealt with by using perturbation theory by expanding the imaginary
part of the propagation constant (phase constant), which relates to the effective
refractive index by β = k0neff = 2πneff/λ0, around an angular frequency ω0 =
2πc/λ0,
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β(ω) = β0 + ∂β

∂ω
(ω − ω0) + 1

2
∂2β

∂ω2 (ω − ω0)2 + ... (2.2)

So that the first term, β0 is a phase shift per length. The second term defines
the group velocity (propagation velocity of a wave pulse), by 1

vg
= ∂β

∂ω . The third
term, relating to the second order derivative, is called group velocity dispersion
(GVD), GVD = 1

2
∂2β
∂ω2 .

From the group velocity, it is useful to define the group index as

ng = c

vg
= c

∂β

∂ω
= −λ

2
0

2π
∂β

∂λ
= neff − λ0

∂neff
∂λ

, (2.3)

which is convenient for future calculations, and shows that ng is a first order dis-
persion correction for neff.

Consequently, the GVD can be related to the group index as,

GVD = − λ2
0

2πc2
∂ng
∂λ

, (2.4)

and is commonly expressed in units of [ps2/m].
An important dispersion parameter, widely used and directly related to the

GVD is dispersion coefficient Dλ,

Dλ = −2πc
λ2

0
GVD, (2.5)

usually expressed in units of [ps/nm/km].

Nonlinear optics in waveguides

Linear optics assume a polarization density (i.e. the density of electric dipole mo-
ments in a dielectric) independent of the electric field of the wave. This is true
for most materials at low optical power. However, at high power, the polarization
density becomes nonlinear, and it can be expressed as a Taylor expansion,

P = ε0

+∞∑
n=1

χ(n)En, (2.6)

with ε0 the vacuum permittivity, χ(n) the nth order susceptibilities of the material
(an (n + 1)-th-order tensor), and E the electric field. In general, the higher the
order of n, the higher power is required for the nonlinear effects to be significant.

Consequently, most of the nonlinear optics effects investigated (and the ones
of importance to this thesis) are based on χ(2) and χ(3) processes, which result in
energy mixing between waves at different wavelengths: three for χ(2) and four for
χ(3). χ(2) effects lead to second harmonic generation, sum and difference frequency
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generation, and optical rectification. χ(3) effects lead to self phase modulation,
cross-phase modulation, third harmonic generation, and four wave mixing (FWM).

In a nonlinear optics process, energy conservation dictates that the energy of
the pump wave(s) has to be equal to the energy of the generated waves, and that
energy balance results in a relation between the wavelength of the waves involved
in the process

∑
~ωp =

∑
~ωg.

The efficiency of the process is then set by momentum conservation, which leads
to a phase matching condition

∑
βp =

∑
βg+βNL, which may include a term depen-

dent on the nonlinearity of the material (βNL 6= 0) [25]. Maximizing the efficiency
of a nonlinear process requires fulfilling phase matching, and can be achieved by
tuning or by introducing terms in the phase matching condition. Depending on ma-
terial, wavelength, and nonlinear process, these methods can be angle or direction
tuning of pump light, temperature tuning, quasi-phase matching (using periodic
poling in χ(2) materials), or dispersion engineering. For example, phase matching
through dispersion engineering in FWM processes in silicon translates in fine tuning
of low, negative values of GVD, to compensate for silicon’s material dispersion [26].

2.1.2 Theory of photonic waveguide devices
Waveguide devices feature geometries in which the waveguide cross-section varies
along the propagation direction. Derivation of the properties of such devices can be
done semi-analytically (mode expansion, coupled mode theory, supermode theory),
or numerically.

General figures characterizing optical devices are power ratios. Insertion loss
(IL) is a common power ratio for all optical devices, and represents the device losses
as the ratio between the transmitted power and the input power. The extinction
ratio (ER) of a device is simply the ratio between two optical powers, usually
related to on and off states in a switch. In optical devices, one example is the
ratio between on-resonance and off-resonance transmission signals in a resonator.
A related concept is polarization extinction ratio (PER), which, in a polarization
selective device such as a polarizing beam splitter (PBS), relates the transmitted
power into the desired port to the leaked power into the undesired port for a specific
polarization,.

Diffraction gratings

Diffraction gratings are optical components widely used in integrated photonics, as
they enable light coupling in and out of the chip, and filtering. They are formed
by a periodic structure, such as slits on a plane, dents in a mirror, or ridges in a
waveguide. Each of these structures scatters light, which interferes along its prop-
agation, leading to light beams traveling in different directions. The key properties
of diffraction gratings can be easily understood by looking into wave interference,
and we will follow this method here, as it gives a good approximation to their
function.
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To achieve constructive interference between two waves, their phase difference
should be a multiple of 2π, and so the difference of the optical paths should be a
multiple of the wavelength. If we assume an in-plane waveguide propagating light
into a waveguide grating (Fig. 2.2a), for two grating teeth (assumed as scatterers),
the difference of the optical path is the difference between the distance traveled by
the first scattered wave in air (blue line in Fig 2.2a) and the distance traveled by
the rest of the wave along the waveguide until the next scatterer (orange line in
Fig 2.2a). This leads to the following grating equation,

Λnwg − Λnclad sin θ = mλ0, with nwg ≈
ntoothwt + ngapgt

wt + gt
, (2.7)

with Λ the distance between grating teeth (grating pitch), nclad the refractive in-
dex of the waveguide top cladding (such as air), θ the outcoupling angle, nwg the
effective refractive index of the wave traveling from grating tooth to grating tooth,
which can be estimated by the above equation (ntooth being the effective index of a
waveguide with the tooth cross-section, and ngap the effective index of a waveguide
with the gap cross-section), m = 0,±1,±2... the diffraction order, λ0 the vacuum
wavelength of the light, wt the tooth width, and gt the width of the gaps between
teeth, with Λ = wt + gt.

Solving for θ, we can plot the change in outcoupled angle for the different grating
orders (see an example plot in Fig. 2.2b).
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Figure 2.2: a) Cross-section schematic along the propagation direction of a waveguide
diffraction grating, with highlighted optical paths for two scattered waves. b) Shows
the effect of changing the grating period on the outcoupled angle θ for in-plane grating
excitation for different grating orders m.

In reality, such grating devices are fabricated on a chip, and a substrate sits
at a certain distance below the grating, separated by a low refractive index buffer
layer to satisfy the waveguiding conditions. Part of the light is scattered below
the grating, and some of it reflects up into the grating again, causing additional
interference. This effect is commonly used to improve efficiency of grating couplers
by selecting the distance between grating and substrate (or a mirror deposited
above the substrate) so that constructive interference is obtained.
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It is important to note that this method approximates the scatterers as single-
point sources (Rayleigh scattering), which scatter light spherically, and that it as-
sumes that the wavelength of light in the material λ is shorter than the grating pitch
Λ. This is an approximation for waveguide gratings, in which the wavelength is on
the same scale as the pitch, and are thus better analyzed by numerical approaches.

Directional couplers

Directional couplers are devices formed by waveguides in close proximity, so that
the waveguide modes of the individual waveguides are no longer independent, and
couple, resulting in power transfer.

A good and intuitive approximation to directional couplers comes from super-
mode theory [23]. A simplified directional coupler is formed by two identical single-
mode waveguides in parallel to each other (see Fig. 2.3a). If we look at the device as
being a single waveguide, and calculate or simulate its eigenmodes (see Fig. 2.3b),
we obtain a symmetric and an antisymmetric mode, with different effective refrac-
tive indexes neff,sym and neff,asym and thus propagation constants βsym and βasym.
For single-mode waveguides, the coupler modes (so-called supermodes), combined
with the radiative modes, form a complete set, and thus all modes in such a waveg-
uide system can be represented as a linear combination of them.

symmetric supermode

antisymmetric supermode

output
modes

input
modes

a) b)

z
x
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xy
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r ξcoupler 
modes

Figure 2.3: a) Top view schematic of a waveguide directional coupler formed by two
waveguides in close proximity. The schematic shows a 1D cross-section of the electric
field amplitude for an input mode (single waveguide excitation) and the two propagating
supermodes. b) Shows the simulated electric field amplitude, along the horizontal direction
(x), for the two propagating supermodes.

Excitation of one waveguide of the coupler results in out-of-phase excitation
of both supermodes, and their interference along the directional coupler leads to
power transfer between the two waveguides. For full power transfer at a certain
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propagation distance L, the modes interact destructively, and thus

(βsym − βasym)L = mπ, with m = 1, 3, 5... (2.8)

which, solving for L and the first order interference m = 1, leads to

L = λ0

2(neff,sym − neff,asym) (2.9)

Note that a change in a geometrical parameter, such as the gap between the two
waveguides, results in a change in the effective indexes of the supermodes, causing
a change in the optical power coupled into each of the output waveguides.

From a circuit perspective, the incoming and outgoing electric fields for a direc-
tional coupler can be defined by the matrix(

E4
E2

)
=
(
r iξ
iξ r

)(
E3
E1

)
, (2.10)

with E1−4 the electric field amplitudes of the input and output modes as defined in
Fig. 2.3, and r, ξ ∈ R the self- and cross-coupling coefficients, with r2 + ξ2 = 1 for
a loss-less ideal coupler, and 2ξ = βsym − βasym. The imaginary unit i relates to a
π/2 phase shift between the output amplitudes, and stems from energy conservation
and symmetry [27].

For directional couplers with non-identical waveguides, the waveguides may not
be phase matched (different effective refractive index for the de-coupled waveg-
uides), and thus power transfer will not be complete, and its efficiency will depend
on the difference between their effective mode indexes.

These simplifications do not take into account that directional couplers are not
composed only of straight waveguides, but also of waveguide bends, which bring
the modes into coupling before the straight section starts, resulting in an effectively
increased coupler length. In most cases, a numerical simulation is required to
optimally design such devices.

Ring resonators

Figure 2.4a shows a top view schematic of a ring resonator. A waveguide ring
resonator is formed by a closed-loop waveguide coupled via directional couplers to
one or two waveguides, called bus waveguides. If we consider one bus waveguide
(i.e. an all-pass ring, Fig. 2.4a), and excite a single-mode on it, part of the light
couples into the ring and, after going through the ring, returns to the directional
coupler with a certain phase which depends on the waveguide effective index and
the wavelength of the wave. Interference with the input wave in the directional
coupler results in the light remaining in the ring, i.e. resonance. Figure 2.4b shows
an example spectrum of a ring resonance. By adding an additional waveguide, the
ring is said to be in an add-drop configuration, and part of the resonating light
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Figure 2.4: a) Top-view schematic of an all-pass ring resonator. b) The schematic of
the transmission curve shows a resonance shift caused by a change in effective index of
the ring waveguide in a). c) Top-view schematic of an add-drop ring resonator, and d)
schematic of the transmission curves for the pass and drop ports in c).

couples into the second bus waveguide, and thus the ring can be used for filtering
and routing optical signals (see Fig. 2.4c and d).

Assuming continuous wave operation and no reflections, and using Eq. 2.10 for
the directional coupler, the ratio between transmitted and incident field in the bus
waveguide for an all-pass ring can be written as

Et

Ein
= r − aeiφ

1− raeiφ , (2.11)

with φ = βL the single-pass phase shift, β the propagation constant, L the ring
length, and a the single-pass amplitude transmission (including propagation loss
and coupler loss).

Squaring the previous equation leads to the power transmission for an all-pass
ring resonator

Tall pass = a2 − 2ra cosφ+ r2

1− 2ar cosφ+ r2a2 . (2.12)
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Similarly, we can derive the transmission at the through and drop ports of an
add-drop resonator, resulting in

Tpass = r2
2a

2 − 2r1r2a cosφ+ r2
1

1− 2ar1r2 cosφ+ r2
1r

2
2a

2 , (2.13)

and
Tdrop = (1− r2

1)(1− r2
2)a

1− 2ar1r2 cosφ+ r2
1r

2
2a

2 , (2.14)

and a schematic example of these transmission curves can be found in Fig. 2.4d.
The wavelengths at which resonance occurs are then the ones where φ is multiple

of 2π, i.e. when the wavelength fits a whole number of times inside the optical
length of the ring (see Fig. 2.4b). The resonance spectrum for a single resonance
peak can be approximated as a Lorentzian, with parameters that depend on the
ratio between ring losses and coupling losses, and when this ratio is unitary (i.e.
r = a for all-pass rings, or r2a = r1 for add-drop rings), the ring is said to be
critically coupled, and interference in the coupler results in full coupling into the
ring waveguide, so that the power transmitted at the output of the bus waveguide
on resonance is zero. For other values of this ratio, the ring is either undercoupled
(r > a, or r1 > r2a), or overcoupled (r < a, or r1 < r2a).

Resonating photons result in high electric field in the ring, which enhances
certain phenomena such as nonlinear optic effects. Consequently, resonators in
general, and ring resonators in particular, have traditionally been the workhorse of
integrated nonlinear optics experiments.

Important parameters of a ring resonator are:
Free spectral range (FSR): The distance between adjacent resonances,

FSR = λ2
0

ngL
, (2.15)

with L being the physical length of the ring waveguide (see Fig. 2.4b).
Resonance bandwidth, or full-width at half-maximum (FWHM): Spec-

tral bandwidth at half of the input power (see Fig. 2.4b)

FWHM = (1− γ)λ2
r

πngL
√
γ
, (2.16)

with γ = ra for an all-pass ring, and γ = r1r2a for an add-drop ring.
Resonance wavelength shift (∆λr): A change in the effective mode index

of a ring resonator waveguide results in a phase shift inside the ring, which in turn
results in a spectral shift of the resonance wavelength. Accounting for first order
dispersion, the spectral shift can be defined as

∆λr = ∆neff
ng

λr. (2.17)
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Ring resonator wavelength shifts are the main transduction mechanism used for
refractive index sensing.

Finesse (F ): The finesse F of a resonator quantifies the sharpness of the
resonance, and is defined as the ratio between the FSR and the FWHM,

F = FSR
FWHM . (2.18)

Quality factor (Q): The quality factor Q of a resonator is defined as the
ratio between the energy stored and the energy dissipated per cycle. In photonic
ring resonators, it is usually approximated by the ratio between the resonance
wavelength λr and the FWHM,

Q = λr
FWHM . (2.19)

Sensitivity (S): For the use of ring resonators as refractive index sensors, we
look at the phase shifts caused by a change in the effective mode index of the ring
waveguide. The refractive index sensitivity of a ring resonator is defined as the
change in resonance wavelength per change in refractive index of the substance to
be measured ∂n, such that, using Eq. 2.17

S = ∂λr
∂n

= ∂neff
∂n

λr
ng
. (2.20)

2.2 Theory of electromechanics in MEMS

Electrostatic (or capacitive) actuation is based on the attractive force exerted by
a charge buildup, generated by a potential difference between two plates of a ca-
pacitor. If one of the capacitor plates is movable, this force results in attractive
movement. This is the basis for many MEMS actuators and sensors present in
current consumer electronics.

Depending on how the capacitor is geometrically distributed, here I consider
parallel-plate (assuming the actuating electrodes are parallel planes), or comb drive
actuators (the electrodes are shaped like interlocking combs).

2.2.1 Parallel-plate actuators
Figure 2.5a shows a schematic of a MEMS parallel-plate actuator. We assume two
parallel conductive plates of a certain area A, one of them movable and separated
by a distance (d − x), with d the initial distance between plates, and x the plate
displacement, a permittivity between plates of ε, and an applied electrical potential
difference V between them.

The potential energy stored in the circuit is

Us = −1
2CV

2, (2.21)
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Figure 2.5: a) Schematic of a parallel-plate actuator, with b) an example of actuation
curve. c) Shows a schematic of a comb-drive actuator with d) an example of actuation
curve.

and the capacitance C of such a capacitor, disregarding the effect of fringing fields,
is

C = εA

d− x
. (2.22)

The derivative of the potential energy along the actuation direction yields the
electrostatic force

Fe = −∂Us

∂x
= εAV 2

2(d− x)2 (2.23)

If one of the plates is suspended by a mechanical spring of spring constant k,
this generates a force that counteracts the electrical force as

Fk = −kx. (2.24)

By balancing the forces, and solving for the actuation voltage, we reach

V =
√

2kx(d− x)2

εA
(2.25)
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The mechanical spring constant of a structure is the ratio between the ap-
plied force and the induced displacement, and can be calculated using FEM solid
mechanics simulations, or analytically with a number of methods, depending on
certain assumptions. The most common method uses Euler-Bernoulli beam theory,
and assumes one-dimensional beams under small deflections and no intrinsic strain.
Solutions to Euler-Bernoulli beam theory for common boundary conditions can be
found tabulated in the literature. As an example, we assume a single-clamped can-
tilever of thickness t, width ws, and length Ls under a uniformly distributed load,
and its spring constant can be approximated by

k = 3Et3ws

4L3
s

, (2.26)

with E the Young modulus of the material. One has to pay attention to the value
of E for mechanically anisotropic materials such as crystals.

Combining equations 2.25 and 2.26 allows estimation of the actuation curve
for a parallel-plate MEMS actuator (Fig. 2.5b). Note that the actuation curve
is nonlinear, and the actuation range is limited to a certain displacement (and
voltage). Actuation above that voltage leads to the pull-in effect, in which the
system becomes unstable due to the electrostatic force being higher than the spring
force, leading to the collapse of the actuated plate.

2.2.2 Comb drive actuators
Comb drive actuators are based on the same parallel-plate actuation principle, but
are shaped as interlocked combs (Fig. 2.5c). Such geometrical difference enables
longer displacements and stronger electrostatic forces than standard parallel-plate
actuators.

They are formed by teeth with a width of wc, gap between tooth gc, distance
between end of one tooth and beginning of the facing tooth d, and number of tooth
pairs N .

Following the same discussion as in the previous section, the capacitance has
now two components, arising from the front of each tooth, and the sidewalls

C = Cfront + Cside = 2Nε wct

d− x
+ 2Nεt(d+ x)

gc
. (2.27)

Inserting this capacitance in Eq. 2.21 and deriving with respect to the actuation
direction, the electrostatic force can be obtained

Fe = −∂Us

∂x
= εNt

(
wc

(d− x)2 + 1
gc

)
V 2. (2.28)

In terms of mechanics, comb drive actuators generally use folded springs, which
are zig-zagging springs in the shape of an S. A folded spring formed by N beams
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can be approximated (assuming completely stiff joints) as a single clamped-rolling
beam with a length of NLs.

kFS = Etw3
s

(NLs)3 . (2.29)

A force balance using Eqs. 2.28 and 2.29 leads to the actuation curve, and
Fig. 2.5d shows an example of such actuation curve.

2.2.3 Actuation speed and power consumption
It is important to note that the maximum speed of actuation of MEMS is limited
by their fundamental resonance frequency, after which the amplitude of modulation
decays. The fundamental resonance frequency of a MEMS device can be calculated
as the square root of the ratio between its spring constant k and its mass m

ω =
√
k

m
, (2.30)

which, for most MEMS actuators, is in the kHz up to MHz range.
Another important aspect is their energy consumption. Assuming all the energy

supplied to the capacitor is consumed during charge and discharge,

Pcons = Uconsf = CV 2f, (2.31)

with Pcons the consumed power, Ucons the consumed energy, f the actuation fre-
quency, C the capacitance, and V the actuation voltage. We assume here that the
leakage current is negligible, which is a good approximation for most MEMS, since
the large capacitor gaps feature very high resistance values. For most electrostatic
MEMS, the power consumption is in the sub-µW range.

2.3 Theory of photonic MEMS

Estimating the effect of MEMS actuation on other systems, such as photonic waveg-
uides, requires combining their defining equations.

MEMS actuator equations relate voltage to displacement, usually with a non-
linear relation, as we saw in Section 2.2. In general such an actuation curve is cubic
with respect to the displacement, which can be solved analytically using Cardano’s
method.

On the optical side, one has to find a mathematical relation between the dis-
placement and the optical output of interest. These can be effective mode index (or
phase) for phase shifters, dispersion coefficient (for dispersion tuning), or output
beam angle for beam steering. In many cases, analytical relations are not possible
to obtain. For example, the change in effective index with waveguide displace-
ment requires knowing the electric field distribution, which, as we saw in 2.1.1, for
rectangular waveguides, it has no analytical solution. In such a case, approxima-
tions using semi-analytical methods (such as the effective index method), or fits to
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simulations (by running FEM eigenmode waveguide simulations) are usually more
convenient.
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Figure 2.6: Examples of photonic MEMS actuation curves for a) a phase shifter using
vertical parallel-plate actuation, and b) a tunable waveguide grating using horizontal comb
drive actuators.

Substituting the MEMS actuator relation into the optical relations leads to
a semi-analytical estimate of the effect of MEMS tuning on the optical output of
interest. One convenient option to achieve this is to find numerical solutions to such
equations and combining them. This is done by choosing a vector of displacement
points, and obtaining independently the actuation voltages required for achieving
such displacements, and the optical output under such displacements. Then, the
vectors of actuation voltage and optical output define the actuation curve, and can
be plotted accordingly.

However, the lack of analytical parametrized formulas for optical waveguides
(see Section 2.1.1) complicates data fitting and parameter extraction. This problem
can be circumvented by finding analytical approximations, or by embedding optical
simulations into the data fitting algorithm.

Figure 2.6 shows two examples of photonic MEMS actuation curves. It is im-
portant to note that the relation between actuation voltage and displacement in
MEMS, and displacement and effect on the optics, are often nonlinear, and scale
polynomially or exponentially with respect to displacement. Combination of both
thus leads to another nonlinear curve. If designed to be additive, e.g. a MEMS
parallel-plate actuator displacing a silicon beam towards a waveguide, their effects
add up, and so does the actuation nonlinearity, resulting in large nonlinear actu-
ation curves, which may be detrimental for electronic control (see Section 3.2.1).
However, if the effects are designed to be in opposition, for certain cases, approxi-
mately linear curves can be achieved along a significant actuation range, as Fig. 2.6a
shows for vertical parallel-plate tuning of the effective index of a waveguide.



Chapter 3

Background

This chapter introduces the background to photonic MEMS. The chapter starts with
a short overview of materials for photonic waveguides, then introduces methods
to reconfigure such waveguides, followed by a discussion on low-power reconfigura-
tion and previous work on photonic MEMS. After that, the chapter describes the
challenges for achieving important functionalities such as phase shifting, waveguide
dispersion tuning, beam steering, and polarization diversity.

3.1 Materials for photonic waveguides

Photonic waveguides can be fabricated in many different materials, with the only re-
quirement of supporting guided modes via a refractive index step (see Section 2.1.1).
A few of those materials, namely silicon, silicon nitride, silicon oxide, and III-V
compound semiconductors, are nowadays at the basis of standard photonic foundry
services, due to their optical properties and their compatibility with standard fab-
rication processes. Here, we review materials for photonic waveguides based on the
challenges listed in Section 1.3

Silicon lies at the heart of the microelectronics industry, and, consequently,
silicon-on-insulator (SOI) has become a promising platform for integrated photon-
ics. One of the reasons for this is that silicon features a high refractive index of
3.5 at telecommunication wavelengths around 1550 nm, and a large transparency
window into the IR. This, combined with its high refractive index step towards
its oxide, makes high confinement and small waveguides with tight bends possible,
resulting in large-scale PICs. Moreover, silicon processing is CMOS compatible,
which may be beneficial in case photonics and electronics are to be fabricated in
the same platform. These properties make SOI one of the most scalable and cost-
efficient waveguide technologies. However, silicon lacks a direct electronic band gap,
which makes it an inefficient light emitter, and lasing is not available. Although
it features no χ(2) nonlinearity, its high χ(3) nonlinearity enables FWM processes,
limited by its nonlinear losses (multi-photon and free carrier absorption) [28].

25
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Silicon nitride and silicon oxide (including Hydex) offer a very wide transparency
window with significant mode confinement due to their refractive index up to 2,
and compatibility with CMOS fabrication. Their low χ(3) nonlinear coefficients are
compensated by their extremely low nonlinear losses, making them promising for
nonlinear optics applications. Consequently, silicon nitride and oxide are currently
the main materials for on-chip frequency comb generation using FWM. However,
their lack of electronic band gap (they are not semiconductors), makes sources and
detectors challenging, and, together with their limited modulation properties, limit
their applications [29].

The direct electronic band gap of III-V compound semiconductors makes them
excellent for realizing optical components such as lasers, photodetectors, and modu-
lators. They also feature high nonlinearities, making them promising for nonlinear
applications. However, their higher optical losses compared to other platforms,
their low index contrast resulting in large devices, and their small-scale fabrication
limited by available wafer size, hampers their scalability [30].

Chalcogenides are a promising group of materials with a refractive index up to
3, a wide transparency window, and high nonlinearities, but are currently limited
by complexity in processing and lack of optical sources [31].

Other recently explored materials are diamond and silicon carbide. Both have
a wide transparency window with a high refractive index. They are particularly
relevant for quantum photonics due to the strong spin-photon interaction, made
possible by their color centers, which enables their use as single-photon sources and
quantum memories. However, the absence of lasing features, fabrication issues, and
available substrates, limit their scalability [32].

Lithium niobate (LN) is a material widely used in bulk form in optical fiber
devices to encode data in telecommunication channels by EO modulation, enabled
by its high χ(2) nonlinearity. The recent availability of a lithium niobate on insula-
tor (LNOI) wafer platform enables LN thin film devices yielding high confinement
waveguides with a wide transparency window, low power reconfiguration and modu-
lation, and strong nonlinear effects with low nonlinear losses. However, the absence
of lasing, combined with its complex and non-standard fabrication process (which
results in large sidewall roughness and optical losses), makes further development
necessary to scale up the technology [33].

Recently, a waveguide platform based on sputtered aluminum nitride has re-
ceived significant attention due to its large χ(2) nonlinearity, large transparency
window (spanning into the UV), high refractive index (n = 2), and CMOS compat-
ibility [34]. However, this platform has so far not been scaled up to foundry-level
processing, and no lasing features are available.

A different approach is to combine materials into hybrid platforms, the idea
being to make use of the best properties of each material, usually at the cost of
increased fabrication complexity. One example is complementing densely integrated
silicon waveguides with efficient lasers made from III-V materials, which holds great
promise, with key achievements in recent years [35].
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3.2 Reconfigurable silicon photonics

The maturity of photonic technologies has resulted in very high density PICs [20].
In the last few years, these circuits are becoming increasingly complex, combining
many functions such as filtering, routing, modulation, and photodetection. But,
even with the current evolution trend in microfabrication technologies, fabrication
variation is a main limitation. This is because small geometrical variations in
individual devices affect their optical properties, which add up along the circuit,
resulting in large changes in PIC performance [1].

By active tuning of waveguide devices, one can not only compensate for such
variations, but also provide the means to reconfigure PICs for different applica-
tions. This approach is not new in other fields: it imitates the success of field-
programmable gate arrays (FPGA) in electronics. Such a technology will result in
a paradigm shift in the photonic industry, by transitioning from a market based
on costly application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) into a much more flexible
and low-cost market based on photonic FPGAs [36]. For example, foundries could
fabricate batches of thousands of the exact same photonic FPGA design, which
could be then reconfigured by companies for prototyping or to adapt to different
applications. Moreover, such a photonic FPGA can enable new applications such as
large-scale quantum computing [16], or photonic-based AI algorithms [4]. In conse-
quence, there is a running effort to scale up the size (i.e. number of reconfigurable
components) of these reconfigurable circuits, which are expected to result in a wide
range of novel applications.

Silicon photonics based on SOI is currently one of the most mature integrated
photonics technologies, and has enabled some of the largest-scale PICs to date [4,
36, 37]. In the rest of this chapter, I will focus on reconfigurable photonics based
on this material platform.

Why low power reconfigurable photonics?

The most common approach to reconfigurable photonics uses thermo-optic phase
shifters and static directional couplers in silicon as building blocks, with a static
power consumption per phase shifter around 30 mW [38].

Large matrices composed of hundreds of these building blocks are required for
functional PICs. If one wants to scale up a PIC to include 1000 phase shifters
to, for example, develop a photonic FPGA, the power consumption goes up to
30 W, which is half of what a common laptop computer consumes: all in a single,
centimeter-sized chip. That is without accounting for active cooling of the chip,
nor for the power consumption of the driving electronics. Scaling the PIC up to
10000 phase shifters results in a power consumption above that of a common fridge,
which you might not want to be carrying in your pocket (together with a few kilos
worth of batteries).

Future large-scale photonic circuits thus require low-power reconfigurable build-
ing blocks.
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How can we reconfigure silicon photonics?

Most of the approaches to reconfigure silicon photonic waveguides focus on phase
shifting using different physical effects. If we look at the phase shifting equation,
Eq. 2.1, and assuming the wavelength λ0 being set by the application, there are
two parameters that can be potentially tuned: the waveguide length L and the
effective mode index neff. Changing L is usually not possible in common dielectric-
clad waveguides, so tuning of neff is the common approach. Table 3.1, compares the
physical effects used for reconfigurable circuits in terms of a set of key requirements.

The most common one, thermo-optic tuning, makes use of the high thermo-
optic coefficient in silicon (∂n/∂T = 1.8 × 10−4 K−1 at room temperature and
1550 nm wavelength) to tune the material refractive index under application of heat
by integrated micro-heaters. A change in the material refractive index results in a
change in neff, and a phase shift. This method is the standard in most foundries [20],
and provides very low optical losses and large tuning. However, the large power
consumption (on the order of 30 mW per phase shifter [38]), results in thermal
cross-talk between waveguides, and limits its scalability.

Another approach uses injection or depletion of carriers in a waveguide, which
also changes its refractive index. Such phase shifters are CMOS compatible, and
are mostly used as modulators due to their very high speeds. However, free carriers
result in optical absorption, and so phase shifters based on this technology present
variable losses, which drastically limit their applications and scalability [39].

A method combining low power consumption and low optical losses integrates
electro-optic (EO) tunable materials (such as polymers or χ(2) materials) in silicon
waveguides. Main drawbacks of this technology are the low effect of EO phase
tuning in neff, and the increased fabrication complexity of such materials.

Introducing mechanical movement on a chip can provide reconfiguration with
low optical losses and with very low power consumption. One example is the
integration of piezoelectric materials with silicon waveguides [40]. These materials
convert an applied electrical voltage into strain, which changes either L or neff.
However, demonstrated performance shows weak effective index tuning (requiring
long waveguides for a significant phase shift), which, combined with the complexity
in fabrication and integration with CMOS processes, limits the applications and
scalability of this approach.

A different method uses the force generated by light beams to mechanically
displace silicon beams and waveguides, affecting the waveguide’s evanescent field
and resulting in a change in neff [41]. This technology could provide the long-sought-
for all-optical reconfiguration in photonics, with zero electrical power consumption
and with low optical losses. However, the high optical pump power consumption
makes this approach impractical for most photonic circuits.

Mechanical movement can also be generated by MEMS electrostatic actuators
on-chip, and can be used to change L or neff in a waveguide. This technology can
provide low to zero power consumption due to capacitive actuation and latching,
and results in low optical losses and a large tuning effects. Drawbacks include
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the low actuation speed, in the order of kHz (limited by mechanical resonance,
see Eq. 2.30), and the need for under-etching fabrication processes for releasing
the suspended waveguides and actuators. MEMS fabrication processes have not
yet been introduced into silicon photonic foundries, but are a common practice in
CMOS-MEMS foundries, which makes photonic MEMS a promising technology.

Table 3.1: Comparison of different physical effects used for reconfigurable photonics in
silicon. Better performance (i.e. lower power consumption and optical loss, larger tuning
rate, and higher speed) is represented by a larger number of points.

Power
consump.

Optical
loss

Tuning
rate Speed Other

drawbacks
Thermo-optic r r r r r r r r r Thermal cross-stalk
Carrier dep. r r r r r r r Variable optical loss
Electro-optic r r r r r r r r r r Complex fabrication
MEMS piezo r r r r r r r r r Complex fabrication
Optical force r r r r r r r r Large optical power
MEMS electr. r r r r r r r r r r Need under-etch

3.2.1 MEMS reconfigurable photonics
The combination of MEMS electrostatic actuators with free-space optics has been
a technological success, and has resulted in commercial products and components
such as optical routers, projectors, and IR detectors [42]. Following this trend,
in the last 10 years, the combination of MEMS and photonic waveguides has re-
ceived significant attention [43]. This is due to the very low power consumption
of electrostatic actuation, its potentially low optical losses, and its compatibility
with large-scale fabrication and low-temperature operation (key for most sources
and detectors for quantum photonics) [44]. Focus has been on the silicon material
platform due to i) the technological maturity and scalability of silicon photonics
and ii) silicon’s excellent mechanical properties, widely studied and used in MEMS
devices.

The low power consumption of MEMS becomes evident using Eq. 2.31. For
example, by assuming a large (100×100 µm2) parallel-plate capacitor with a silicon
dioxide dielectric (thickness 2 µm), an actuation voltage of V = 50 V, and a large
switching frequency of f = 100 Hz, a power consumption of 0.04 µW is obtained.
Usual geometrical values for MEMS actuators are below these, and the switching
frequencies required for optical reconfiguration are well below f = 100 Hz, yielding
a negligible power consumption.

Traditionally, important elements for reconfigurable photonics are directional
couplers, switches, and phase shifters.

Reconfigurable directional couplers and switches have a wide range of appli-
cations such as routing and switching of optical signals, or efficient coupling to
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resonators. Although a reconfigurable directional coupler can be made by phase
shifters and static directional couplers alone [45], MEMS enables a very efficient
mechanism for changing the coupling ratio: changing the gap between two sili-
con waveguides results in a change in the effective index of the supermodes, and
thus a change in the optical output (see Section 2.1.2). Many MEMS-based re-
configurable directional couplers have been demonstrated, either applied to disk
resonators [46, 47] and add-drop ring resonators [48] including latching [49], or form-
ing large-scale switch matrices [50]. Other approaches to tune the coupling ratio
of directional couplers include perturbing a free-standing directional coupler with a
silicon beam [51]. Moreover, MEMS enables other integrated photonic devices such
as switches with potentially large extinction ratios [52, 53], and routers [54].

MEMS phase shifters

Arguably, the most important reconfigurable element in photonics is the phase
shifter, since it is the basis of most reconfigurable devices, and any linear optical
circuit can be made using only phase shifters and passive directional couplers [3, 55].
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Figure 3.1: Digital electronic control of ac-
tuation voltage in a phase shifter with a non-
linear actuation curve results in a varying de-
gree of phase control and noise along the ac-
tuation range.

A number of MEMS-based electro-
static phase shifters have been reported
in the literature, and Table 3.2 com-
pares their demonstrated performance.
A typical example of a MEMS phase
shifter is based on parallel-plate actu-
ation of a silicon beam in close prox-
imity to a silicon waveguide, which
changes the waveguide’s neff and re-
sults in a phase shift [56]. A simi-
lar effect could be obtained by chang-
ing the separation between the two sil-
icon beams in a slot-waveguide [57].
Another, more fabrication-intensive ap-
proach, includes a dielectric cantilever
fabricated on top of a waveguide (form-
ing a ring resonator, in this case),
and actuated via parallel-plate actua-
tion towards the substrate [58, 59]. A

different approach relies on effectively changing waveguide length L rather than
neff, by defining a free-standing waveguide, optically linked via suspended direc-
tional couplers to input and output waveguides, resulting in large phase shifts by
displacement of the suspended waveguide parallel to the input and output waveg-
uides by using a comb drive actuator [60, 61, 62].

Although promising, these MEMS phase shifting approaches have a few limita-
tions. Linear actuation, i.e. a linear relation between voltage and phase shift, is key
to simple electronic control of large number of phase shifters in reconfigurable cir-
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cuits (see Fig. 3.1), but the nonlinearity in MEMS actuation and in optical power
distribution (see Section 2.3) results in actuation nonlinearity for all the devices
in the literature. Other drawbacks in certain designs are related to low tuning
ranges due to early MEMS pull-in [58, 59], high optical losses due to scattering
in the mechanical supports of suspended waveguides and in suspended directional
couplers [60, 61, 62] or due to close proximity to metals [58, 59, 63], or complex
fabrication [40, 58, 59].

Challenges for MEMS phase shifters

MEMS phase shifters have a great potential to increase the scalability of PICs
due to their low power consumption. To achieve such goals, a phase shifter for
integrated photonics should feature:

• a 2π phase shift,
• low optical loss and low variable loss with actuation,
• a linear actuation curve with a large tuning rate,
• small footprint,
• low power consumption,
• and scalable fabrication.

3.2.2 Reconfigurable waveguide dispersion

Most of reconfigurable photonics have so far focused on linear optics applica-
tions. However, nonlinear effects in photonics can provide functionalities such as
all-optical signal processing, non-reciprocal photonics, frequency conversion, and
quantum sources [19].

Efficient nonlinear photonics rely on accurate waveguide fabrication to satisfy
the phase matching condition via waveguide dispersion (see Section 2.1.1). This
fine tuning of waveguide geometry is often not possible with current fabrication
variations, depends on environmental variables like temperature, and cannot be
electrically controlled. Reconfigurable photonics tackles these challenges by provid-
ing new means to dynamically control waveguide geometry [19].

There has been limited work on tuning of nonlinear properties of waveguides,
since most of the work has focused on thermal tuning aimed at shifting spectral
properties. Previous work on MEMS reconfigurable waveguides to improve the
efficiency of nonlinear processes used a piezoelectric thin film on top of a waveg-
uide to tune its birefringence, demonstrating improvement in efficiency of a FWM-
mediated nonlinear process. Changing the birefringence improved the polarization-
based phase matching condition, but was limited by waveguide dimensions and
piezoelectric breakdown, which rendered their tuning far from phase matching [64].
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Challenges

Currently, there is a lack of methods for tuning waveguide dispersion. Such a
method should feature:

• large tuning of waveguide dispersion,
• tuning around relevant dispersion values,
• integration into devices such as resonators,
• and a simple, scalable fabrication process.

3.2.3 Optical beam steering
A state-of-the-art beam steering system for laser mapping (LIDAR) in autonomous
cars weights 830 g, costs 4000 USD, and consumes 8 W of electrical power [71].
Miniaturization of beam steering can bring new functionalities into optical com-
munications [68], reduce the cost and weight of LIDAR [69], and enable in-vivo
medical imaging (e.g. optical coherence tomography, OCT) [70].

Current miniaturized beam steering systems, based on integrated photonics, use
optical phased arrays for beam steering. Optical phased arrays are matrices of emit-
ters that use interference (controlled by individually tuning their relative phases)
to emit and steer a narrow optical beam. Integrated photonic optical phased arrays
have demonstrated highly resolved and controlled beam steering and LIDAR mea-
surements [72]. However the need for at least N thermo-optic phase shifters for a
M×N emitter array, elevates their power consumption to the level of watts [72, 73],
which is in the same range as commercial non-integrated LIDARs [71]. Further
miniaturization by using a single thermo-optically tuned grating coupler achieved a
limited steering of 2.7 degrees. However, similarly to other reconfigurable circuits,
their large complexity and power consumption (up to 130 mW for a single tun-
able grating [74]) limits their applications. Recently, a grating coupler combining
thermo-optic and thermo-mechanical tuning demonstrated efficient tuning of trans-
mission spectra, but did not show beam steering, and presents similar drawbacks to
previously reported thermal tuning methods, although with an order of magnitude
lower power consumption [75].

The size, cost, and power consumption of the optical beam steering systems
in the market and in the literature makes them impractical for applications such
as battery-driven robots, mobile phones, or drones, in-vivo OCT probes [70], or
miniaturized and low-cost space division multiplexing (SDM) [68].

Challenges

Current miniaturized beam steering methods could benefit from
• low power actuation,
• small footprint and mass,
• large angle steering
• with a narrow light beam,
• and in 2 dimensions.
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3.2.4 Polarization diversity for reconfigurable photonics
Polarization diversity brings a large number of functionalities to PICs, such as
increased bandwidth [76], lower optical losses, sensors with improved sensitivity [77],
and efficient nonlinear photonics [64].

Fundamental building blocks for polarization diversity in integrated photonics
are polarization rotators and polarization beam splitters (PBS). A polarization
rotator converts the polarization of an incoming wave into another polarization.
A PBS splits an arbitrarily polarized beam into a set of orthogonal polarizations
guided in two different optical paths, such as TE and TM modes in two independent
waveguides.

Most integrated PBS use waveguide birefringence in a directional coupler to
achieve mode coupling of only one waveguide polarization mode. The limited thick-
ness of the device layer for the standard silicon photonics platform causes the TM
waveguide modes to be largely deconfined, which results in short coupling lengths as
compared to TE. A short directional coupler then results in efficient coupling of TM
and inefficient coupling of TE light. To further improve the PER, the waveguides
can be designed to have a large mode mismatch for TE modes, while still achieving
TM mode matching. This is usually done by using slot waveguide structures or
waveguide bends [78].

In most experiments involving polarization diversity in integrated photonics,
polarization splitting is done off-chip. On-chip PBS enable the design of complete
polarization-diverse systems on a chip, without the need for lossy coupling of light
in and out of the chip, and have been presented in many of the common waveg-
uide platforms [78]. However, integration of such PBS into a suspended photonic
platform such as the ones used for MEMS reconfigurable photonics, optomechanics,
and sensing, poses many problems originating from the difference in waveguide ge-
ometry. This difference can be bridged by designing waveguide transitions between
suspended and non-suspended waveguide geometries, which add optical losses to
the circuit and increase the length of an a priori very low loss and compact device.

Challenges

Polarization diversity in suspended photonics could benefit from an efficient and
low-loss polarization rotator, capable of rotating from arbitrary input to arbitrary
output polarization states. In terms of PBS, a PBS for suspended photonics should
feature

• simple integration with suspended photonic devices,
• low optical losses for both polarizations, including IL and integration losses,
• small footprint,
• and large PER for both polarizations.



Chapter 4

Photonic MEMS devices

In this chapter, I describe our research on photonic MEMS, putting emphasis on
significant design and experimental aspects not discussed in detail in the research
papers. After the description, I focus on how this research addresses the challenges
of low-power reconfigurable photonics, and discuss its limitations.

The photonic MEMS devices introduced in this thesis are: i) a phase shifter and
its application to a reconfigurable add-drop ring resonator [Paper I], ii) a MEMS
device for tuning waveguide dispersion for nonlinear silicon photonics [Paper II],
iii) two types of reconfigurable waveguide gratings for beam steering [Papers III
and IV], and iv) a suspended polarization beam splitter (PBS) [Paper V].

In addition, I highlight a number of aspects to consider when designing photonic
MEMS.

4.1 Phase shifters and tunable ring resonators

4.1.1 Description
Figure 4.1 shows the working principle of the MEMS phase shifter presented in
Paper I. Relative displacement between a silicon rim and a waveguide, situated in
close proximity, affects its evanescent field (Fig. 4.1b). This results in a change
in effective index, and subsequently a phase shift for the optical wave traveling
through the waveguide. The displacement is achieved by MEMS vertical parallel
plate actuation between the silicon substrate and the suspended areas of the device
layer, which include either the ring waveguide (Fig. 4.1a, Papers I, and 10), or the
silicon rim (Fig.4.1c and d, Papers II, and 11).

To analyze the phase shifter, and to demonstrate its application as a reconfig-
urable filter, the device was fabricated as part of a ring resonator (Fig. 4.1c and
d). By analyzing the spectral shift of the ring resonances, the phase shift can be
extracted by combining Eqs. 2.1, 2.17, and 2.15, to obtain

∆φ = 2π ∆λr
FSR . (4.1)

35
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Figure 4.1: a) Schematic showing two MEMS phase shifters in a ring resonator network.
b) Measured phase shift under parallel-plate actuation for the device in Paper I, with
simulated cross-sections showing the effect of vertical actuation on the waveguide mode
(waveguide cross-section in a)). The gray area highlights the voltage range in which
linear actuation is possible. c) And d) scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of
phase shifters embedded in ring resonators of small radii, before and after actuation. e)
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of an adiabatic waveguide transition from
a strip waveguide into a rim-loaded (slot) waveguide. f) SEM image of an adiabatic
waveguide transition between an oxide-bottom-clad ridge waveguide and a suspended ridge
waveguide.

Table 4.1 summarizes the experimental results obtained for the presented re-
configurable ring resonators. Highlights from the experimental results are a linear
actuation with tuning rate up to−0.31 rad/V, and a phase shift up to 1.6π. More in-
formation on the devices and experimental methods for the tunable ring resonators
can be found in Paper I, 10, and 11.

Using the analytical equations for the ring resonator transmission (Eqs. 2.12, 2.13,
and 2.14), and for the resonance bandwidth (Eq. 2.16), and the measured values in
the papers, we can extract the IL and its variation for the phase shifters. For the de-
vice in Paper I, this yields an IL below 1.3 dB, with a reduction of IL with actuation
of 0.082 dB. Note that the IL value includes coupling loss (two directional couplers)
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Table 4.1: Measured performance of MEMS tunable ring resonators and phase shifters
presented in this thesis. The data in the first row corresponds to Paper 10, second row to
Paper I, and third row to Paper 11.

Radius
[µm]

Q
[103]

FSR
[nm]

∆λ
[pm]

∂λ/∂V
[pm/V]

∆φ
[rad]

∂φ/∂V
[rad/V] Comments

80 16.2 1.24 1000 -36 1.6π -0.18 Through port only
80 10 1.18 530 -62 0.9π -0.31 Add-drop ports
20 12 5 122 -17 0.05π -0.09 Through port only

and waveguide loss inside the ring (i.e. also the parts of the waveguide not included
in the phase shifter, and the waveguide bends), and that the sidewall roughness
stemming from our fabrication process yields waveguide propagation losses above
10 dB/cm. The IL for the device in Paper 10, is below 0.8 dB. Disregarding fab-
rication variations, and having the same geometry as the device in Paper I, but
designed as an all-pass ring, the reduced losses are most probably caused by the
presence of only one directional coupler. The smaller device in Paper 11 shows a
IL below 0.3 dB, due to its short length. In conclusion, we expect the losses of the
presented phase shifter to be well below these values, and Table. 3.2 compares our
measured values with other phase shifters reported in the literature.

4.1.2 Challenges addressed
Significant phase shift: The devices presented here show phase shifts up to

1.6π rad. This value can be improved by minor changes in waveguide geometry
such as reducing the waveguide width, or by increasing the phase shifter length.
The phase shifts demonstrated, near the required 2π phase shift, are among the
top values reported in the literature.

Low IL and low variable loss: Common completely through-etched MEMS
reconfigurable photonics usually feature high losses and reflections due to sidewall
scattering [60]. The ridge waveguide geometry used here enables suspension of
waveguides with potentially low optical loss, so that the losses are dominated by low-
loss waveguide transitions. The measured IL is among the lowest in the literature
(see Table 3.2), and includes the non-suspended ring waveguide, phase shifter, and
coupling losses inside the ring, and takes into account large sidewall scattering, due
to our unoptimized fabrication process. Moreover, the low variation in IL with
actuation, below 0.1 dB for our fabricated waveguides, demonstrates a very low
variable optical loss.

Increased actuation linearity with large tuning rate: By vertically sep-
arating the waveguide from the silicon rim, the devices achieve increased actua-
tion linearity by counteracting nonlinear effects: i) the exponential decay of optical
power with displacement and ii) the cubic increase of displacement with voltage (see
the simulation in Fig. 3.1a, and the experimental results in Papers I, 10, and 11).
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The fact that the phase shifter presents a linear actuation curve allows us to calcu-
late a linear tuning rate up to −0.31 rad/V, or −62 pm/V in a ring resonator, for
the whole tuning range. This is, to the best of our knowledge, the first photonic
MEMS phase shifter with linear actuation to date.

Small footprint: Making the waveguide part of the actuator (and the ring
resonator), combined with the need of a single electrode or electrical connection
and the sharing of a common ground (in comparison, comb drive actuators require
at least two electrodes or an additional electrical line), has the potential to reduce
wafer footprint. Compared to the devices in the literature that show significant
phase shifting and that report IL, the footprint of our demonstrated device is in
the low range.

Simple and scalable fabrication: The fabrication process (see Chapter 5)
uses standard waveguide geometries, present in silicon photonic foundries. The only
exception being the MEMS under-etch, which can be added as a post-processing
step [79].

4.1.3 Limitations
Limits in phase shift: The phase shift is fundamentally limited by the dif-

ference in effective mode index between two geometries: i) the in-plane waveguide,
with the silicon rim in close proximity and ii) the waveguide unaffected by the sil-
icon rim. The magnitude of this effect is thus limited by lithographic patterning
of the slot. This is a limitation of vertical tuning, and can be circumvented by
using horizontal tuning and actuating towards the waveguide. However, only a 2π
phase shift is required, and minor improvements in waveguide design using vertical
MEMS actuation have clear potential to fulfill this goal.

Trade-off between phase shift and losses: Increasing the maximum phase
shift (and tuning rate) is achieved by changing the power distribution of the optical
mode, by i) reducing the waveguide width towards a slot waveguide profile, and
ii) reducing the slab thickness (such as in Paper II). However, there is an inherent
trade-off: these solutions increase the optical power on the waveguide sidewalls,
resulting in larger scattering of light due to sidewall roughness, and increased optical
losses. This effect thus scales with waveguide roughness, and can be minimized by
using an optimized silicon photonic foundry fabrication process.

Trade-off between actuation area and ring radius: Making the waveguide
part of the MEMS actuator, particularly in a ring resonator, limits the actuator
area, which increases the required voltage. Possible workarounds include placing the
cantilever actuator outside of the ring (such as in Paper II), or designing cantilevers
with a lower spring constant.

Stress relaxation after under-etch: To a certain extent, all material layers
carry a level of stress arising from deposition processes, bonding, lattice mismatch,
or other sources. Once a structure is released, this built-in stress relaxes, causing
strain, which changes in the geometry and results in warping, bending, or cracking.
This issue is discussed in depth in Chapter 5.
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4.2 MEMS for tuning waveguide dispersion

4.2.1 Description

In Paper II, a novel method for tuning waveguide dispersion using MEMS is pre-
sented. MEMS has the potential to provide large waveguide dispersion tuning with
low power actuation using a simple fabrication process. To achieve this, the concept
in Section 4.1 was adapted by i) selecting the width of the waveguide and the silicon
rim to achieve low anomalous dispersion, and ii) designing the MEMS cantilever
for large dispersion tuning by having both waveguide and silicon rim completely
suspended (i.e. eliminating the silicon slab defining ridge waveguides). Moreover,
the dispersion tunable waveguide was fabricated inside a ring resonator to analyze
the dispersion tuning and as an application example. Figure 4.2 shows simulations,
an SEM picture of the device, and measurement results.

The device was designed by running FEM eigenmode simulations over a range of
wavelengths (from 1460 nm to 1580 nm, which is the scanning range of our available
tunable laser), including material dispersion using Sellmeier equations. The result-
ing effective refractive indexes over a range of wavelengths were used to calculate
the group index ng at each wavelength, using Eq. 2.3, noting that, over the short
wavelength range, the group indexes show a linear fit versus wavelength. Then, the
GVD was obtained by differentiating again using Eq. 2.4, which is approximately
wavelength independent due to the linearity of ng. These steps were performed
for every point of waveguide vertical displacement (i.e. tuning, see Fig. 4.2a), and
the actuation curve was obtained by combining the relation between the GVD and
vertical displacement with the parallel-plate MEMS actuation curve as explained
in Section 2.3.

After device fabrication and measurements, group index values were extracted
from the ring resonator’s FSR by using Eq. 2.15. Dispersion coefficients were then
extracted using Eq. 2.5, followed by GVD values using Eq. 2.4. The results show
GVD tuning from −1.9 ps2/m to −3 ps2/m, or equivalently dispersion coefficient
tuning between 1500 ps/nm/km and 2500 ps/nm/km.

4.2.2 Challenges addressed

Large tuning: MEMS electrostatic actuation provides a larger dispersion tun-
ing range compared to piezoelectrically tuned approaches that are limited by mate-
rial breakdown [64]. Ultimately, the dispersion tuning range is only limited by the
dispersion of the extreme geometries within the MEMS tuning range: i) in-plane
silicon rim, and ii) unaffected waveguide core. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first waveguide dispersion tuning method reported in the literature.

Relevant dispersion values: The low anomalous GVD measured in the fab-
ricated device is in the range of phase matching for FWM in nonlinear silicon
photonics [19].
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Figure 4.2: a) Schematic cross-sectional image of eigenmode simulations of waveguide
tuning, showing the effect of vertical rim displacement on the optical mode. b) SEM
picture showing the fabricated device, and c) MEMS tuning of dispersion coefficient and
GVD.

Device integration: Resonators, and in particular ring resonators, are key
elements in nonlinear optics due to the high electric fields generated inside the ring
in resonance, which results in enhanced nonlinearity (see Section 2.1.2). Nonlinear
optics in silicon ring resonators based on FWM processes have already been used
as frequency comb generators and single photon sources.

Simple and scalable fabrication: The MEMS electrostatic actuation princi-
ple, combined with the simple fabrication process, makes this technology foundry-
compatible, particularly compared to previous work in which piezoelectric materials
were used [64].

4.2.3 Limitations
Variable dispersion along ring waveguide: The MEMS actuators in the

resonator are not optimally designed for homogeneous actuation, probably leading
to variable dispersion along the ring, which lowers the efficiency of nonlinear effects.
Two options to circumvent this problem are: i) to design a straight waveguide
dispersion tuner based on similar cantilevers, or ii) to design perfectly vertical
actuation, common in MEMS micro-mirrors or bolometers [42].

Dependent tuning of ring resonance wavelength and dispersion: The
presented dispersion tuning method is not independent from effective index tuning.
Consequently, when tuning for a desired level of waveguide dispersion, the optical
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wave will experience an associated phase shift, which in a resonator results in a
shift in resonance frequency. For many applications, this complicates the filtering
scheme, and can be avoided by compensating with an inverse phase shift with a
phase mismatched waveguide geometry (such as thermo-optic, or the MEMS phase
shifter in Paper I).

4.3 Beam steering with MEMS waveguide gratings

4.3.1 Description

In Papers III and IV, we make use of the mechanical degree of freedom enabled by
MEMS actuation to demonstrate beam steering using tunable waveguide gratings.

Paper III introduced the first MEMS tunable waveguide grating, to our knowl-
edge. Figure 4.3a shows a SEM of the device. It consists of a ridge waveguide grat-
ing suspended so it forms a cantilever that can be parallel-plate actuated. Actuation
results in a small change in the physical angle of the grating structure (below 2◦),
and a change in distance to the substrate, which changes the interference pattern
between emitted and reflected waves. The combination of these effects results in
beam steering. The beam steering effect was measured by scanning an optical fiber
placed in close proximity to the tunable grating, and resulted in a displacement of
the maximum coupling point up to 6 µm using 6 V, enough to compensate for drift
between fiber and grating coupler after assembly [80]. However, this measurement
method is not optimal, since measuring the optical power coupled into an optical
fiber is highly dependent on other factors, such as the angle of incidence and the
beam shape. To obtain a direct measure of beam directionality and beam steering,
imaging the k-space of the emitted light (i.e. Fourier or back focal plane imaging)
is required, and was the experimental approach followed in Paper IV.

The device in Paper IV works in a fundamentally different way than the device in
Paper III: by changing the spacing between grating teeth in a suspended waveguide
grating, a larger beam steering can be potentially achieved. The waveguide grating
consists of a soft folded spring, attached to a waveguide taper on one side, and
horizontally actuated by a MEMS comb drive (Fig. 4.3b). The change in tooth
spacing changes the diffraction pattern, resulting in a change in the out-of-plane
angular emission.

Analytical results, using Eq. 2.7 (see Fig. 2.6c), and simulation results using a
finite-difference time-domain (varFDTD, Lumerical Solutions) solver show potential
for several tens of degrees of beam steering (Fig. 4.3c). The experimental results
show up to 5.6±0.3◦ beam steering with actuation voltages up to 20 V and sub-µW
power consumption, at a wavelength of 1550 nm (Fig. 4.3d). The beam divergence
(FWHM) was 14◦ in the actuation direction, and 9◦ in the perpendicular.
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Figure 4.3: a) SEM image of the MEMS tunable grating in Paper III. Parallel-plate
actuation of the cantilever affects the beam directionality. b) SEM image of the MEMS
tunable grating in Paper IV. Comb drive actuation stretches the suspended grating and
tunes the outcoupled angle. c) Shows FDTD simulations for the design in b), with overlaid
analytical estimate. d) Shows optical beam steering using the device in b) in a Fourier
imaging setup. A 20 V actuation results in 5.6◦ beam steering.

4.3.2 Challenges addressed

Low-power actuation: The presented tunable grating features sub-µW power
consumption under static actuation. This value is more than 5 orders of magnitude
lower than thermo-optic tuning methods [72, 73, 74], and more than 6 orders of
magnitude lower than commercial optical beam steering devices [71].

Small footprint: The fact that the device is a single component, even if it
includes a MEMS comb drive actuator (below 50 µm× 50 µm, with potential for
further miniaturization), makes it more than an order of magnitude smaller than
reported optical phased arrays. Moreover, the device complexity is reduced (i.e. no
need for multiple beam splitting stages), leading to lower chance of fabrication and
design errors, and potentially lower loss.
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Significant beam steering: The demonstrated steering angle, up to 5.6◦, is
twice as high as previously reported single-grating beam steering methods [74], with
potential for tens of degrees of beam steering. Moreover, beam steering using the
concept presented in Paper III may achieve large steering angles with changes in
geometry such as i) shortening the cantilever (and the grating), or ii) using tilting
actuation, so that larger geometrical angles can be achieved.

4.3.3 Limitations
1D beam steering (Papers III and IV): The presented devices allow beam

steering only along the MEMS actuation plane, which may limit applications. This
limitation can be circumvented by i) embedding the tunable grating on another
MEMS (or off-chip) actuator, for example one based on tilt (similarly to Paper III,
but in a perpendicular axis), or ii) by multiplexing these devices as a 1D optical
phased array in the perpendicular direction. In the latter case, to maintain very
low power consumption, the phase shifters can be MEMS based, such as the ones
presented in Paper I.

Short actuation range and interference (Paper III): The design in Paper
III presents a few drawbacks. The first drawback is that the angular displacement
is limited by the length of the cantilever and the maximum vertical travel, defined
by the thickness of the buried oxide layer. One way to circumvent this problem is
to design very short cantilevers and gratings, or to use tilting of a grating with a
thin width, to actuate it sideways. A second drawback is that, by changing the gap
between the grating emission and its reflection on the silicon substrate, interference
fringes appear, which is generally a problem in beam steering systems, in which a
sharp, unique beam is preferred.

Short actuation range due to early pull-in (Paper IV): The early pull-in,
well below the predicted estimate, was most likely caused by i) nonlinear mechanical
effects (local stiffening and softening of the spring under large deflections), or ii)
off-axis force generated due to asymmetry of the grating spring. These possible
causes can be solved by i) improved design of spring joints, and ii) design of a
symmetric grating spring.

Beam divergence (Paper IV): The device suffers from a large beam diver-
gence up to 14◦ due to the high refractive index step in the grating (silicon to air,
2.5), which results in large scattering from each tooth, and few grating teeth con-
tributing to the diffraction pattern. This problem can be circumvented by reducing
the refractive index step, for example by thinning down the device layer in the teeth
region (e.g. 110 nm thick teeth could be fabricated without changing our process),
or by changing material platform (e.g. to silicon nitride).

Trade-off between beam steering and beam divergence (Paper IV):
The maximum displacement for the whole grating D is set by the comb drive
actuator design. Consequently, the maximum amount of gap increase between
teeth is the maximum displacement divided by the number of gaps ∆d = D/N .
This increase in gap directly relates to the beam steering, and thus a larger number
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of teeth (i.e. a smaller beam divergence for a low refractive index step grating)
results in smaller beam steering. This limitation can be overcome by designing large
displacement comb drive actuators or by using displacement amplification [81].

Reflections from grating (Paper IV): The device may feature significant
reflections due to the high refractive index step (silicon-air), and interference phe-
nomena (Bragg reflections). These effects will also vary over the tuning, resulting in
variable reflection that can interfere with other components of the system. Options
to avoid reflections would be i) to use non-reciprocal devices, based, for example, on
optomechanics; or ii) to use aperiodic gratings, although, in that case, careful de-
sign is required to analyze the effect that variable periodicity has in the mechanics
and the optics of the device.

4.4 Suspended polarization beam splitter

4.4.1 Description
The suspended PBS presented in Paper V follows an asymmetric directional coupler
configuration using completely suspended waveguides (see Fig. 4.4a).

The device was designed by choosing the geometry of a pair of slot and strip
waveguides in which the TM mode is phase-matched, while the TE mode has a
large phase mismatch. After choosing the waveguide dimensions, the directional
coupler for TM mode was designed by simulating the supermodes of the coupler
(Fig. 4.4b), estimating the coupling length via the formula in Eq. 2.9, and then
performing 3D FDTD simulations (CST Microwave Studio Suite, Fig. 4.4c) using
the length estimate as a starting point.

A few design considerations for suspended PBS:
Birefringent coupling structures: To couple light in and out of PBS devices,

a non-birefringent light coupling method is preferred. However, this is challenging
for strongly birefringent structures such as SOI waveguides, and edge coupling
or grating coupling approaches carry a certain polarization-dependent IL. In the
presented work, we used grating couplers optimized for each of the waveguide po-
larizations, resulting in the need for fabricating two different devices to characterize
a single PBS.

Tapering a TM mode: The mode size mismatch between a fiber mode and a
silicon waveguide requires the use of waveguide tapers on-chip. Tapers are common
in silicon photonics, and are quite simple for the fundamental TE waveguide mode.
However, tapering other deconfined modes such as TM can be more cumbersome,
and has been shown to result in mode conversions. For example, tapering a TM
mode in a vertically asymmetric SOI waveguide (i.e. in most of them, due to
differences in refractive index of bottom and top oxide claddings, absence of top
cladding, ridge waveguides, or slanted sidewalls), leads to mode conversions into
higher order TEodd modes, and results in optical losses and mode interference [82].
For the devices presented in this work, we took a different approach to efficient TM
tapering: enforcing taper vertical symmetry by under-etching and suspending the
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full taper. In this way, the mode conversions and optical losses are minimized, so
that only the effect of sidewall slanting contributes to such issues.

Leakage of deconfined modes in silicon slabs: Another issue arising from
the large birefringence and from the deconfinement of TM modes in SOI waveguides
is mode leaking into slabs, arising from mode conversions between guided TM
modes and slab TE modes [83]. This is addressed in our devices by avoiding ridge
waveguides (i.e. waveguides with adjacent slabs) for any waveguide that could
potentially guide a TM mode.

Reference devices for characterization: For quantitative evaluation, three
reference devices are fabricated. Reference A was formed by TE grating coupler,
taper, waveguide, taper, TE grating; reference B, by TE grating, taper, waveg-
uide, suspended taper, TM grating; and reference C, by TM grating, suspended
non-tapered waveguide, TM grating. This results in a few limitations for the nor-
malization of the measurements of IL, and PER:

• The real IL of the PBS is lower than the reported IL: The reported IL for
TM mode includes optical losses resulting from TM tapering in and out.

• The real IL bandwidth is larger than reported: The reported bandwidth for
TM includes bandwidth limitations arising from TM tapers.

• PER does not account for polarization rotation: The reference devices assume
no polarization rotation (i.e. mode conversion between TE and TM modes,
including higher order modes). In case of such rotation, the PER might differ
from the measured value.

The measured values (Fig. 4.4d) show a PER above 10 and 15 dB, IL below 5 and
1 dB for TM and TE inputs respectively over a 40 nm bandwidth around 1550 nm,
with a device length below 8 µm. The performance of the presented suspended PBS
is on par with other non-suspended PBS devices [78].

4.4.2 Challenges addressed

Seamless integration with suspended devices: Combining suspended pho-
tonics with polarization diversity enables a wide range of applications (see Sec-
tion 3.2.4). However, most PBS make use of specific waveguide geometries [78],
which require design of waveguide transitions to interface with suspended photonic
devices. The device presented here does not require such waveguide transitions,
and thus can be directly fabricated in a suspended waveguide platform, avoiding i)
optical losses originating from waveguide transitions, and ii) increased footprint.

Low optical losses: In general, PBS are very short directional couplers, due to
the large deconfinement of the coupled TM mode. In such a short device, waveguide
propagation losses are negligible, and, in a suspended waveguide platform, optical
losses are usually dominated by mechanical supports and waveguide transitions. In
our device, those losses are circumvented by designing a fully suspended PBS, which
can be adjacent to other suspended devices without requiring lossy supporting
structures.
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Figure 4.4: a) Suspended PBS highlighting the small footprint of the coupling region, b)
Eigenmode simulation of the TM supermodes, and c) 3D FDTD simulated transmission
for the PBS device for TE and TM mode inputs. d) Normalized measurement results.

Small footprint: Additional waveguide transitions, required for combining
non-suspended PBS with suspended photonic devices, can increase significantly
the footprint of a PBS. In this work, such transitions are not required, and so the
device length below 8 µm applies to the whole PBS system.

4.4.3 Limitations
Characterization structures: The fact that two different PBS devices are

required for evaluation may result in fabrication variations affecting the measured
device performance. Moreover, the fact that polarization rotations are not taken
into account in the reference devices limits the validity of the measured results. One
way to avoid this issue is to use edge coupling, non-birefringent grating couplers, or
non-birefringent 1x2 power splitters in all ports, so that the input can be switched
between TE and TM, and each of the two output ports can be analyzed in terms
of their TE and TM components. This approach is complex and requires previous
design, characterization, and optimization of other photonic components.
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Effect of adjacent devices: When integrated with devices such as MEMS,
there is a risk that movement couples into the suspended PBS, such that the po-
larization splitting properties vary with actuation. This effect can be minimized by
designing the PBS such that it is not part of a movable waveguide, nor in direct
contact with it. This effect can also be used as a feature, by using MEMS to tune
the performance of a PBS to, for example, turn it into a polarization switch, or to
improve its PER by narrowing down its coupling gap.

Affected by strain: As mentioned in Section 5.2, releasing structures causes
strain relaxation. If the strain is high, the fabricated and designed geometries
can differ significantly, resulting in a change in the optical properties of the device.
This effect can be circumvented by strain compensation in the material stack, wafer
fabrication, or by careful mechanical design [84].

4.5 Design considerations for photonic MEMS

When designing photonic MEMS and in general suspended photonics, the following
aspects need to be taken into account.

Design of supporting regions: Suspended waveguides require mechanical
support, which act as a refractive index discontinuity, and can result in scattering,
reflections, and optical losses [60]. Waveguide supports formed by silicon beams can
be designed for low loss by following the guidelines of waveguide crossings, usually at
the expense of large footprint or tight fabrication tolerances [85]. However, the large
number of supports required for suspending a matrix of photonic MEMSmakes their
loss significant. For the photonic MEMS presented here, an alternative approach
was followed: using the two silicon steps in the fabrication process, ridge waveguides
are inherently supported at the sides via a silicon slab, so that discontinuities along
the wave propagation are minimized. Most of the waveguides in the suspended
devices reported in this thesis are designed following these guidelines.

Adiabatic waveguide transitions: A sharp transition between waveguides
with different mode distribution (i.e. mode mismatched) can lead to scattering,
reflections, and optical losses. The large mode mismatch between ridge, strip,
rim-loaded, and slot waveguides makes this aspect critical. Adiabatic transitions
between such waveguide cross-sections can be optimized by simulations, and are
generally solved by smooth transitions, such as the ones in Fig. 4.1e, in which the
outer silicon rim smoothly comes into close proximity with the ridge waveguide. It
is particularly important to keep in mind that the transition has to be adiabatic
over the whole actuation range. Care has to be put into avoiding structures coming
at sharp angles perpendicular to the wave propagation, since such structures result
in reflections and scattering.

Adiabatic transitions to bottom cladding: Transitioning between waveg-
uides with bottom oxide cladding and suspended waveguides is one example in
which the design of adiabatic transitions can be important for photonic MEMS. A
sharp, flat transition between an oxide cladding and a suspended waveguide results
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in reflections and scattering, which can be overcome by shaping the etch holes so
that the oxide cladding below the waveguide smoothly transitions from a fully-clad
to a fully suspended waveguide cross-section. Not only that, but if one designs
such transitions symmetrically, an oxide tip is created, reaching the center of the
waveguide cross-section, which is, for the fundamental modes, the region outside
the waveguide core with the maximum optical power (see the waveguide simula-
tions in Fig. 2.1). Although of less magnitude than the previous transitions due
to the lower effective index step, such symmetric oxide transitions lead to optical
losses, and can be avoided by asymmetrically tapering the oxide cladding using etch
holes. An example of these transitions can be seen in Fig. 4.1f, located along the
bus waveguide in the ring resonators in Paper I.

Etch-hole placement: The placement of etch holes near suspended ridge
waveguides is a critical design parameter for photonic MEMS, since they need
to be in close proximity for a short under-etch time, but bringing them too close
results in scattering and reflections. To avoid this, a simple eigenmode simulation
of the waveguide cross-section can give information about how far from the ridge
waveguide slab the evanescent optical power decays near zero, and thus where
the etch holes can be placed. Even if a minimal amount of power is reflected, if
the etch-holes (or, for this matter, any minor waveguide discontinuity) are spaced
periodically, interference of the reflected waves might add constructively for certain
wavelengths, resulting in strong filtering and large Bragg reflections.



Chapter 5

Fabrication

In this chapter, I describe the fabrication process for suspended silicon photonics and
photonic MEMS, used in Papers I, II, III, IV, and V. Moreover, I discuss some of
the process design choices, and provide information on design considerations and
scalability of this process towards foundry processing and other material platforms.

5.1 Fabrication of silicon photonic MEMS

The fabrication process developed in this work consists of two silicon dry etching
steps, and a wet SiO2 under-etch, and is summarized in Fig. 5.1. The first lithogra-
phy step defines silicon beams, ridge waveguides, and grating couplers. The second
lithography step and the wet under-etch define free standing structures such as
cantilevers and waveguides (delimited by fully etched slots), and free suspended
areas (determined by the placement of etch holes).

The process starts with a standard SOI substrate with a 220 nm (100) crystalline
silicon device layer and 2 µm buried oxide (Fig. 5.1a). The silicon device layer
and substrate are background p-doped, with a dopant concentration around 2 ×
1015 cm−3, and measured device layer resistivity of 8.5 to 11.5 Ωcm, and substrate
resistivity of 14 to 18.9 Ωcm.

Then, electron beam (e-beam) patterning of a 50 nm layer of a high-resolution
negative electron beam resist (Hydrogen silsesquioxane, HSQ, Dow Corning XR-
1541), was followed by 135 s development in TMAH-based ma-D 525 (micro resist
technology GmbH), and the chip was then rinsed in de-ionized water and hard-
baked in an oven for 40 min at 400 ◦C. Afterwards, a timed silicon dry etch step
defined the waveguide patterns, with 110 nm height on a 110 nm thick silicon slab
(Fig. 5.1b).

The second lithography used a 200 nm layer of positive e-beam resist (ZEP7000,
ZEON Corporation), aligned and patterned on top of the remains of HSQ. The
chip was then developed for 2 min using p-Xylene (Sigma-Aldrich), and rinsed with
Methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK). A subsequent through dry silicon etch, defined
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by the superposition of the two resist masks, defines cantilevers and etch holes
(Fig. 5.1c).

After resist stripping (Fig. 5.1d), a wet etch using a 50 % solution of Hidrofluoric
acid (HF), followed by critical point drying (CPD, Fig. 5.1e), defines the suspended
structures. CPD was used to avoid collapse of suspended structures due to cap-
illary forces during drying. The fabricated suspended structures can form MEMS
cantilevers for parallel-plate actuation [Paper I, II, and III], MEMS comb-drive
actuators [Paper IV], or suspended waveguides [Paper V].

HSQ resist220 nm Si

2 µm SiO2

slot waveguide etch 
holes

suspended/
MEMS actuated area

Si substrate

ZEP7000 resist

a) Photonic SOI substrate b) Timed silicon dry etch c) Through silicon dry etch

d) Strip resist e) HF wet etch and CPD
waveguides

suspended
waveguide

non-suspended slab
(110 nm Si on SiO2)

suspended 
ridge waveguide

etch 
holes

f )

2 µm

Figure 5.1: Cross-sectional schematic of the fabrication process used in the photonic
MEMS and suspended waveguide devices presented in this thesis.

There were a few key design choices made when developing the fabrication
process, and they are discussed in the following paragraphs.

High-resolution patterning of waveguides in two etching steps: The
negative resist used, HSQ, provides very high resolution patterning, which is key
for waveguide definition. By not stripping the HSQ resist before the lower-resolution
ZEP7000 lithography, we combine both masks so that the second silicon dry etch
step is highly resolved in the waveguide areas, while providing faster patterning
for the less demanding etch holes and mechanical structures. This combination of
resists is enabled by i) the limited thickness of the negative resist mask (50 nm),
so that 200 nm of ZEP7000 can be conformally spun on top, and ii) their chemical
compatibility, i.e. the p-Xylene developer for ZEP7000 does not attack exposed
and hard-baked HSQ, since HSQ is practically inorganic glass.

Mask alignment and visibility under the e-beam: To save time in the
fabrication process, its steps could be rearranged so that the two resist layers are
successively exposed, followed by a first silicon etch, ZEP7000 resist stripping, and
a second (timed) silicon etch. The problem with such a process is practical: the
alignment under the SEM to patterned 50 nm HSQ for the second lithography is
extremely challenging, due to the low contrast of the thin HSQ layer. By splitting
the process into two successive lithography and etching steps, the mask alignment
is done over patterned silicon, which presents a high contrast.
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Controlling timed etch at the single-chip level: Etch rates and unifor-
mity for dry etching of small chips differ from wafer-level processing, mainly due to
electric field and plasma concentration in the chip edges, and poor thermal trans-
port towards the carrier wafer, usually resulting in faster etch rates and less etch
uniformity. Moreover, for partial etching of single chips, standard in-tool sensing
techniques such as optical emission spectroscopy are not reliable, since the amount
of gas production during single-chip etching is much lower and variable (e.g. de-
pendent on chip size and exposed area) as compared to etching full wafers. For our
partial dry etching step, in which control of the etch rate is crucial, we adapted
a standard silicon dry etching recipe with lower gas concentrations and lower RF
power to slow down the etch rates, and allow a tighter control over the etching
depth by timing the process.

Wet etching of SiO2: Isotropic etching of sacrificial SiO2 layers in SOI is
commonly done in MEMS processes by a solution of HF in water or in a buffer
(buffered HF, BHF), or using HF in its vapor phase. Vapor phase etching is usually
more selective and shows slower etch rates, however, in this work we did not have
access to such tools. From the remaining options, BHF was tested, as it is a milder
approach, which polymers and metals often withstand. However, when tested on
our photonic SOI wafers, we observed signs of silicon etching on the device layer,
while no signs of etching could be seen on the substrate, nor on plain silicon chips.
The reasons for this are unsure, but we believe it may be related to the mechanical
strain observed on the device layer, and to the fact that BHF has been reported to
etch silicon in certain cases [86]. However, for water dilutions of HF, this problem
could not be observed even after long etching times, and so we chose a 50 % HF
solution due to its high etch rate.

Metalization of electrodes and contacts: In the presented work, no met-
alization was used for the electrodes and contacts, and the silicon was directly
contacted for MEMS actuation via a tungsten probe needle. The high resistivity
of background-doped silicon resulted in high contact resistance and low actuation
speeds. To avoid this, metalization was successfully tested, by choosing a combi-
nation of metals that i) adhere to the silicon device layer, ii) are ductile enough
for probing or wire bonding, and iii) withstand 50 % HF wet etching. The chosen
metals were gold with a thin tungsten adhesion layer, and were deposited using
e-beam evaporation. The reason why these process steps were not used was that
plain silicon provided sufficient electrical contact to the probe needles for proof of
concept, and made the fabrication process simpler.

5.2 Design considerations from a fabrication perspective

There are a few problems that are commonly faced when developing a fabrication
process that involves suspended MEMS structures, in particular in combination
with photonics. Here, I describe some of these problems, and point towards solu-
tions.
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Etch hole shape: Yields of a MEMS fabrication process can be increased if
the etch holes are circular in shape, to avoid strain concentration in sharp concave
corners, which can lead to crack formation if strong forces are present during release,
such as capillary forces.

Etch hole size: The effect of etch hole size on etch rates can be crucial for low
concentration of etchant, such as in highly diluted liquids or gases, due to limited
mass transport. However, for high concentration dilutions (such as our 50 % HF),
very small etch holes (below 300 nm diameter in our case) showed the same etch
rates as wider holes.

Etch hole distribution: To achieve complete under-etch, one has to make sure
that the etch depth is above

√
h2 + (d/2)2, with h the sacrificial layer thickness

and d the largest distance (including diagonal distances) between two consecutive
etch holes. This is a simple geometrical problem, but it is a common issue in many
photonic MEMS devices [50], and can be particularly harming when the oxide
residues below a waveguide or device result in scattering or absorption.

Suspended areas, spring constants, and drying: The combination of large
suspended areas and low spring constants results in collapse of devices in normal
drying conditions due to capillary forces. CPD overcomes those limitations by
drying above the critical point of liquid CO2, where theoretically no capillary forces
exist. However, we observed collapse for extreme cases of large suspended areas
and low spring constants, probably due to non-zero capillary forces arising from
deviations in the thermodynamic cycle followed by the CPD tool.

Stress relaxation after under-etch: It is well known in the microelectronic
industry that all wafer stacks and wafer processes carry a certain level of mechanical
stress. This stress relaxes after under-etch, and results in strain in the material,
which in turn causes a change in material properties, mechanical warping, or, in
extreme cases, cracking. The SOI wafers used for silicon photonics are not an
exception, and we measured compressive strain (in-plane strain from direct strain
measurements in the order of 400 µε), and observed warping of released devices (see
the out of plane warping in the initial state of the rings in Fig. 4.1d and e, and
Fig. 5.2). This effect causes some problems: i) change in initial device geometry by
warping or displacing waveguides (see the simulation results in Fig. 5.2b, and the
SEM images in Papers I and 10), which in extreme cases could lead to waveguide
warping towards the substrate and large radiation losses, and ii) creation of various
levels of mechanically stable states under actuation, which results in short actuation
ranges, bi-stability, hysteresis, and lack of actuation repeatability [67]. Depending
on the type and the origin of the stress, these problems can be solved by careful
geometrical design or by using stress-compensating material layers [84].

5.2.1 Photonic MEMS in the foundry
There is currently no foundry offering photonic MEMS fabrication, and the reason
is two-fold: i) the lack of maturity of this technology, resulting in a low demand
for photonic MEMS devices, and ii) the added complexity involved in releasing me-
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Figure 5.2: a) SEM image showing buckling of suspended beams due to stress relax-
ation on 110 nm thick SOI double-clamped cantilevers. b) Simulated effect of a biaxial
strain (1 mε) on vertical displacement of a silicon suspended ring resonator (20 µm radius)
supported at the rear end. The colors highlight the geometrical lines at which vertical
displacement under strain is analyzed, and relate to the schematic in c).

chanical structures without affecting an already complex process containing many
layers of electronics and photonics.

The former requires more research directed towards scaling up and showing
the potential benefits of this technology. One option could be to start industrial
assimilation by finding initial small-scale niche markets such as remote sensing or
low-temperature photonics.

The latter is not necessarily a show stopper, since a common approach in MEMS
foundries is to post-process on top of CMOS wafers (e.g. InvenSense, mCube,
TSMC, Globalfoundries), and this approach could be extended to photonic MEMS.
It is thus possible to post-process MEMS on an SOI photonic platform, and the
first steps towards that goal are being taken [79]. There are some key practical
aspects that need to be addressed, and here I mention the most important ones.

The first one is that the waveguide layer needs to be accessed through the top
cladding and metalization layers, which can be done by dry etching. Afterwards,
the sidewalls and the top of the wafer should be masked to protect from subsequent
oxide etching (for example using atomic layer deposition techniques), and openings
on the structures to be released should be patterned. Then, the MEMS structures
can be released using HF in liquid or vapor form, taking special care about HF
exposure of thermal and deposited oxides, which have highly differing etch rates
and can result in delamination and destruction of devices. Once released, MEMS
devices will show a certain level of strain relaxation effects, which depend on the
strain in the initial SOI wafer and the strain arising from the fabrication processes,
and should be taken into account when designing both the MEMS devices and the
process.

Another important aspect is that MEMS benefit from hermetic packaging, since
environmental factors such as humidity can affect their long-term reliability and sta-
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bility, and in extreme cases, such as vapor condensation, result in breakage. Care
has to be put into aligning the requirements for MEMS packaging and optoelec-
tronic packaging, so that the chip is completely protected and interfaced.

5.2.2 Photonic MEMS with other materials
Photonic MEMS is a platform-independent technology, and, in principle, the de-
signs and methods developed in this work can be extended to a plethora of other
material platforms. The core requirements for realizing a photonic MEMS platform
are:

• an electrically conductive or semi-conductive layer being in close proximity
or part of a waveguide layer,

• and a sacrificial layer.
The first requirement can be achieved by i) using a waveguide layer that is con-

ductive (or semi-conductive, such as silicon) [66, 60], ii) depositing a conductive
layer on a non-conductive waveguide layer [56], or iii) having a conductive layer or
layer stack in close proximity to the waveguides (such as on top) [58]. It is important
to note that most electrical conductors are non-transparent at optical frequencies
due to free-carrier absorption, and, consequently, they have to be placed at a cer-
tain distance to photonic waveguides. Another issue is that depositing conductive
layers induces strain (usually due to thermal expansion coefficient mismatch), often
resulting in warping of suspended devices.

The second requirement relates to material compatibility, and requires careful
design of the materials involved in the process so that i) a thick enough sacrificial
layer can be deposited (a common problem is high stress resulting in delamination),
ii) the etching of the sacrificial layer is highly selective with respect to the waveguide
layer (and to other layers in contact with the etchant), and iii) the final strain on
the released layer is not too large. For a starting point on material compatibility,
see Ref. [87].



Chapter 6

Other photonic devices enabled by
MEMS technologies

In this chapter, I introduce the background, describe, and discuss, other photonic
devices and methods enabled by MEMS technologies that are part of this work.
These are an integrated LNOI waveguide platform [Paper VI], and cost-effective
integration of photonic sensors on LoCs [Paper VII].

6.1 LNOI waveguide devices

6.1.1 Background and description
Background

As introduced in Section 3.1, an integrated photonic platform based on χ(2) non-
linear materials is very promising for optical information technologies. In partic-
ular, the fast EO effect in bulk LN has made this material a standard for optical
telecommunication modulators, and periodically-poled LN is a standard source of
single photons for quantum optics experiments. In addition, χ(2) materials, and LN
in particular, feature large optical nonlinearity, and their integration in a waveg-
uide platform could enable a wide range of applications such as efficient frequency
conversion, frequency combs, all-optical signal processing, and single photon gen-
eration [33].

In particular, the first steps towards a LN integrated photonics platform are
taking shape, in most cases using low-index step waveguides fabricated by diffusion
or refractive index loading. The absence of a high refractive index step platform
is due to the difficulty of reactive ion etching of LN, resulting in large sidewall
roughness and high optical losses [33].

Recently, with the advent of a lithium niobate on insulator (LNOI) wafer plat-
form, a few groups are tackling these fabrication challenges by combining hard
masking, accurate patterning techniques, and chemical post-processing, to achieve
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low-loss LN waveguides. One example is the fabrication of ridge waveguides with
350 nm core on a 250 nm slab, resulting in losses as low as 2.7 dB/m [88], and
their use for EO modulation [89]. Very recently, and after publication of Paper VI,
another group presented EO modulation of LNOI waveguides with a 210 nm core
on a 490 nm slab patterned with Bragg gratings, so that the Bragg grating condi-
tion was spectrally tuned [90]. However, the low optical losses presented rely on
ridge waveguides with limited mode confinement (suitable for EO modulation, but
less efficient for nonlinear optics, and less compact due to larger bend losses), and
the devices use edge coupling by mechanical or focused ion beam polishing, which
drastically limits the scalability of this technology.

Challenges

The challenges to develop a nonlinear photonic platform are the same as mentioned
in Section 1.3. However, fulfilling not all, but a number of these challenges can
already lead to a range of promising devices and products. To achieve a densely
integrated low-power χ(2) electro-optic and nonlinear photonics platform based on
LNOI, a number of challenges need to be addressed, such as

• development of a large-scale fabrication process,
• producing high-confinement waveguides
• with low loss,
• as part of a system containing out-of-plane coupling structures and functional

devices.

Description

Here, I introduce our work towards developing a nonlinear photonics platform using
LNOI [Paper VI].

Figure 6.1 shows our simulations, SEM images, and measurement results. We
designed, fabricated, and characterized high confinement ridge waveguides at telecom-
munication wavelengths (1550 nm, Fig. 6.1a), with integrated Bragg gratings (Fig. 6.1c),
and interfaced them with standard optical fibers via grating couplers (Fig. 6.1b),
fabricated in the same single lithography step.

The fabricated grating couplers for TE polarization featured an IL below 10 dB,
with a 3 dB bandwidth of 80 nm (Fig. 6.1e). The waveguides, consisting of a 270 nm
high core on top of a 30 nm slab, featured losses down to 15 dB/cm at 1550 nm
wavelength (Fig. 6.1d). Moreover, we observed high ER (up to 27 dB) and narrow
bandwidth (3 nm) Bragg grating filters.
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Figure 6.1: a) Eigenmode simulation showing the electric field amplitude for the TE
mode in the cross-section of one of our fabricated LN waveguides. b) Top view SEM
picture of a grating coupler and c) a section of a Bragg grating. d) Measured waveguide
losses for two waveguide geometries, with w the waveguide width, and α the propagation
loss. e) Simulated spectra of the grating coupler optical transmission (doubled, to account
for input and output), and measured coupling efficiency from input to output single mode
optical fibers, including the losses due to two grating couplers and two tapers.

6.1.2 Challenges addressed

High confinement waveguides: The fabricated ridge waveguides are among
the highest index contrast and highest confinement waveguides in LN to date. This
has the potential to maximize device density (following the example of silicon pho-
tonics), and to greatly improve the efficiency of nonlinear optics.

Out-of-plane testing of waveguide devices: The presented system features
out-of-plane grating couplers for light input and output to interface waveguide
devices such as Bragg gratings, used for light filtering and reflection. On-chip (or
on-wafer) testing of complete waveguide devices without the need for dicing and
polishing is a key step towards large-scale integration of LN waveguide components
on-chip.
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6.1.3 Limitations

Waveguide losses: The combination of waveguide roughness, high mode con-
finement, and high slab losses lead to significant optical losses. Scattering losses due
to sidewall roughness can be mitigated by optimization of the fabrication process,
such as improved lithography (using, for example, multi-pass e-beam lithography),
and optimized etching parameters and chamber contamination to reduce redepo-
sition [88]. The slab losses in the initial wafer stack originate from the interface
between the thin film LN and the silicon dioxide, most probably due to a poor
wafer bonding. To reduce these losses, better quality wafers should be used.

EO modulation with highly confined waveguides: The fact that the
waveguides in this work are air-clad and feature a thin LN slab, can result in
low efficiency EO tuning due to electric field deconfinement from the electrical ac-
tuation. This can be circumvented by cladding the waveguide, or by selecting a
ridge waveguide geometry with a thicker slab.

6.2 Photonic sensors in Lab-on-Chips (LoCs)

6.2.1 Background and description

Background

LoCs are miniaturized devices capable of performing analytical tests in healthcare
applications, and can potentially provide fast, low-cost, portable, and sensitive
analytical tools for diagnostics and therapeutics [15].

Integrating photonic sensors as the sensing element of LoCs provides a number
of advantages. Being based on optics, photonic sensors are inherently immune to
electromagnetic interference, and make extremely sensitive sensors. Unlike sensors
based on free-space optics, integrated photonic sensors feature no need for alignment
of bulk optical components, a large potential for multiplexing, and a very small
size and low weight. A key feature of photonic sensors is that, when used for
biosensing, they enable label-free experiments. Labeling the sensors and not the
samples enables real time analysis of biomolecules and avoids label interference.
Furthermore, this feature, together with the batch manufacturing techniques used
to fabricate photonic sensors, dramatically reduces their cost [15].

In particular, photonic ring resonator sensors have been the device of choice for
photonic LoCs due to their large sensitivities, relatively easy fabrication, and small
size. Photonic ring resonator sensors work by translating an effective refractive
index shift of the ring waveguide due to the presence of the analyte (i.e. the
substance to be sensed), into a shift in wavelength (see Section 2.1.2). This shift in
wavelength can be very accurately measured using a narrow linewidth tunable laser
due to the sharp ring resonance spectra, which provides very high sensitivities [106].

Sample handling in photonic sensors has evolved from pipetting of liquid sam-
ples [91] to integrated LoCs [100]. Polymers are the material of choice for integration
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Table 6.1: A summary of performance metrics of some notable reports of microfluidic
integration with photonic sensors: submission/publication year, main novelty of report,
waveguide materials core/cladding, sample handling system ((i)=integrated, (c)=flow
cell), radius R [µm] (if ring resonator), and volume refractive index sensitivity S [nmRIU−1]
(if the real part of the refractive index was measured).

Year Novelty Waveguide Sample R S Ref.
materials handling

1997 Ring sensor Si3N4/SiO2 Pipetting 1000 [91]
2001 Small disk Si3N4/SiO2 Pipetting 15 [92]
2007 Small Si ring Si/SiO2 (c) 5 70 [93, 94]
2007 Multi-sensor Hydex Immersion 50 140 [95]
2008 Integrated PDMS GeSbS/SiO2 PDMS (i) 20 182 [96]
2008 Digital fluidics SU8/SiO2 (c) 300 69 [97]
2009 Mylar flow cell Si/SiO2 Mylar (c) 15 [98, 99]
2009 Slot sensor array Si3N4/SiO2 PDMS (i) 70 246 [100]
2010 Hybrid PDMS/SU8 Si/SiO2 PDMS/SU8 (c) 20 135 [101]
2012 Digital fluidics Si/SiO2 (c) 5 78 [102]
2014 Reaction tube Si/SiO2 Polypropylene 5 78.8 [103]
2018 Wafer level Si/SiO2 PDMS/SU8 (i) 40 220 [104]

This work:
2013 Footprint efficient Si/SiO2 OSTE (i) 20 50.5 [105]

of liquid sample handling with photonic sensors due to their transparency, their me-
chanical properties, and their simple fabrication. Some examples include SU8 [101],
and Polydimethylsiloxane(PDMS) [100]. SU8 is a commonly used epoxy-based pho-
toresist. Although it is a standard in the microelectronics industry, its high stiffness
makes its use in LoCs cumbersome, and it has been applied to photonic LoCs only
in combination with PDMS [101]. PDMS is a polymeric organosilicon compound
belonging to the group of the silicones, and its mechanical and optical properties,
combined with its simple soft-lithography microfabrication, made it the most used
material in microfluidic devices [107]. Consequently, PDMS has been combined
several times with photonic sensors [100, 108, 109].

However, a known drawback of PDMS is bonding, since approaches such as
stamping with epoxy glue [108] carry a high risk of channel clogging, and oxy-
gen plasma activation [109] shows poor compatibility with biofunctionalization
on a wafer-scale due to the short-lived surface activation [110]. PDMS presents
other drawbacks such as squeeze film formation in the patterning of chip-to-world
vias [100, 104], and subsequent dramatic increase in footprint (up to 20 times the
footprint of photonics in [100]) due to the low accuracy of via punching, thus losing
the scaling benefit of silicon photonic sensors. Other limitations of PDMS in bio-
logical and medical applications are the high absorption and subsequent leaching of
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biomolecules [111], and biocompatibility issues with respect to cell culturing [112].
Table 6.1 summarizes performance metrics and sample handling integration ap-

proaches for photonic sensors.
Off-Stoichiometry Thiol-Ene (OSTE) is a novel polymer platform specifically

developed for LoC applications, and commercialized under the trade name Os-
temer by Mercene Labs AB [113]. OSTE is synthesized from thiol and alkene
monomers in off-stoichiometric ratios, with a photoinitiator to enable UV cross-
linking. Different off-stoichiometric ratios result in a wide range of mechanical
properties [111]. In comparison to PDMS, OSTE features photopatterning capabil-
ities, low-temperature bonding to silicon in a dry-bonding process compatible with
biofunctionalization [114], low biomolecule absorption and leaching [115], and good
biocompatibility for cell culturing [116].

Challenges

From a technological perspective, the main challenge for photonic LoCs is inte-
gration into a complete system [15, 110]. Recent breakthroughs on integration of
silicon photonics and microelectronics [117, 118], aimed for optical communications
but fully applicable to LoC systems, bring the vision of a full photonic-electronic
system on a chip closer to reality. However, integration of sample handling into
such systems remains a challenge.

A novel integration approach for sample handling into photonic sensors is re-
quired, that

• matches footprint of silicon photonics and microelectronics,
• is compatible with biofunctionalization,
• does not absorb and leach biomolecules,
• and can be easily integrated with the rest of the system.
Combining such platform with silicon photonics and microelectronics can bring

the full potential of photonic LoCs in healthcare closer to reality.

Description

This thesis introduces a novel integration approach using OSTE microfluidic sam-
ple handling and silicon photonic sensors, forming a LoC system [Paper VII]. Pho-
tolithography of OSTE, combined with dry bonding, enables patterning of vias and
molding of tightly spaced channels, resulting in dense microfluidic systems that
approach the footprint of photonic sensors.

Figures 6.2a-d show the integration technology presented in this work. The
process starts with simultaneous molding and photolithography of OSTE polymer
using a chrome on glass mask (acting as both a photolithography mask and a top
mold), and a bottom mold. The mask defines vias for optical fiber connections
and for fluidic tubing, and the molds define the outer chip dimensions and the
microchannels. The OSTE chip is then dry-bonded to a silicon photonic chip in a
bonding process compatible with biofunctionalization.
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The OSTE microfluidic chip contains a 100 µm wide channel separated by only
75 µm wide polymer walls from a silicon photonic ring resonator sensor. The silicon
ring resonator sensor, with a radius of 20 µm, was interfaced via a 500 µm long
bus waveguide and on-chip grating couplers to optical fibers for light input and
output. The optical connection between gratings and fibers was achieved thanks to
the photolithographically opened vias in the OSTE layer.

Optical measurements of sample liquids with different refractive indexes showed
no interference from the microfluidic system, yielding a ring resonator sensitivity
of 50 nm/RIU.
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Figure 6.2: a-d) Cross-sectional schematic of the OSTE microfluidic sample handling
integration process with silicon photonic sensors. e) This process enables wafer scale
integration for low-cost batch production of integrated LoCs combining silicon photonics
and microfluidics. f) Photograph of the integrated LoC presented here, showing optical
and fluidic connections.
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6.2.2 Challenges addressed
Matching the footprint of sample handling with that of silicon pho-

tonics: Matching footprints is key for producing low-cost and high-volume LoCs.
The 100 µm channel width and the 75 µm wide bond areas show the potential for
miniaturization of the OSTE sample handling layer, enabled by the photopattern-
ing and dry bonding properties of the material. This compares favorably to the
large footprint required in previous integration approaches [100].

Compatibility with biofunctionalization: The dry bonding properties of
OSTE enable wafer-level integration without the need for short-lived surface acti-
vation, and the material has showed compatibility with biofunctionalization pro-
cesses [114].

Low absorption and leaching of biomolecules: Absorption and leaching
of biomolecules act as a sample buffer in LoCs, and can interact with measurement
dynamics. The cross-linking properties of OSTE provide much lower absorption
and leaching than other methods such as PDMS [111].

Simple integration in LoC systems: The dry bonding properties of OSTE
enable simple integration with photonic sensors. Moreover, the integration tech-
nique shows potential for batch manufacturing of LoCs combining silicon photonics
and OSTE microfluidic by wafer bonding [114].

6.2.3 Limitations
Material and processing costs: OSTE requires lithographic patterning,

which, combined with the higher material cost, may result in increased fabrica-
tion costs as compared to other techniques based only on PDMS.

Reactive surfaces: The off-stoichiometry present in the OSTE materials re-
sults in thiol-activated surfaces in the fabricated device. These surfaces can be
reactive to certain samples (thiol groups are widely used in biochemistry due to
their reactivity), and interfere in the LoC function. To circumvent this issue, one
could use epoxy in the OSTE pre-polymer mix (i.e. OSTE+ polymer), resulting in
deactivated and biocompatible surfaces [119].



Chapter 7

Conclusions

The aim of this work was to address some of the challenges in the field of integrated
photonics, and has resulted in several photonic MEMS proofs-of-concept. The
targeted challenges were low-power reconfiguration, efficient nonlinear photonics,
and integration of photonic sensors into Lab-on-Chips.

Low-power reconfiguration of integrated photonics in silicon was ad-
dressed by developing novel photonic MEMS devices demonstrating low-power ac-
tuation in a simple and scalable fabrication process based on standard photonic
SOI substrates. These devices are:

• A MEMS phase shifter featuring low optical loss, linear actuation, small foot-
print, large tuning rate, and demonstrated application in reconfigurable ring
resonator filters [Paper I].

• A MEMS device that enables tuning of waveguide dispersion with a large tun-
ing range within relevant dispersion values for FWM in silicon ring resonators
[Paper II].

• Two novel concepts for beam steering with grating couplers, featuring five
orders of magnitude lower power actuation and twice as much beam steering
than the state of the art; a small footprint; and demonstrated application for
post-assembly optimization of fiber-to-chip interconnects [Papers III and IV].

• A suspended polarization beam splitter enabling seamless integration with
suspended photonics with low optical losses and a small footprint [Paper V].

In addition, work towards improving the efficiency of nonlinear photonics
was presented, by

• introducing a LNOI waveguide platform combining grating couplers for light
input and output, high confinement waveguides, and Bragg grating reflectors
[Paper VI],

• and demonstrating MEMS tunable dispersion in a dispersion-engineered ring
resonator towards efficient nonlinear optics in silicon [Paper II].

The work developed in this thesis also addressed integration of photonic
sensors in Lab-on-Chips by developing a novel fabrication approach to integrate
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microfluidic sample handling with silicon photonic sensors, featuring matching foot-
print between microfluidics and photonics (and thus enabling cost-effective fabrica-
tion), compatibility with biofunctionalization, and low absorption and leaching of
biomolecules [Paper VII].

In conclusion, the technologies introduced in this thesis have potential to en-
able large-scale, power-efficient, and highly functional PICs. Such a new generation
of PICs can provide faster and more efficient optical communications, high-speed
computation for AIs, secure communications via quantum cryptography, larger and
more functional quantum computers, complex quantum simulations, and miniatur-
ized and sensitive medical devices.



Chapter 8

Outlook

This thesis work has been an exploratory journey into different technologies and
devices, and further work needs to be done to optimize and fulfill the potential of
the technologies presented here. In this section, I identify promising paths towards
that goal.

Photonic MEMS technology is still in its early stages, with phase shifters and
tunable directional couplers being among the most mature devices. The extremely
low power consumption of these devices makes them ideal for scaling up photonic
technologies and for developing advanced PICs, such as a photonic FPGA. Next
steps for photonic MEMS go through scaling up the technology and introducing
it into a foundry service, which involves significant work relating to material com-
patibility and processing, optical performance, electrical wiring and packaging, and
MEMS. Currently, large efforts towards this goal, based, in part, on the work pre-
sented in this thesis, are being made within the EU-funded project MORPHIC [120],
and phase shifters with increased linearity, such as the one presented in this thesis,
can be a valuable resource to simplify control when dealing with thousands of phase
shifters.

In this work, a number of novel devices based on photonic MEMS were intro-
duced, which have potential on their own and do not directly compare to conven-
tional photonic MEMS switches, phase shifters, or couplers.

In particular, tunable waveguide dispersion using MEMS has the potential to
dynamically affect nonlinear optical processes in silicon. The next step for this
technology goes through developing a device and a measurement setup adapted
to a specific FWM process, and to demonstrate improved efficiency under MEMS
actuation.

Another novel photonic MEMS technology presented here was beam steering
using tunable waveguide gratings. This technology has the potential to provide
extremely large beam steering on-chip, and further mechanical optimization of the
devices presented in this thesis is required to fulfill their potential. To achieve 2D
beam steering, one could think of fabricating a linear array of MEMS tunable grat-
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ing couplers with thermo-optic or MEMS phase shifters in their input waveguides,
so that steering is achieved by MEMS in one direction, and optical phased array in
the perpendicular direction. Another option could be to use two nested mechanical
actuators (which is a technology used in many 2D scanning MEMS mirrors [42]),
such as tilting MEMS actuators (similar to Paper III) in combination with gap
change in the perpendicular direction.

Combination of photonic MEMS with polarization diversity is mostly unex-
plored, and may enable new types of devices, for which the work developed here
on suspended PBS will be directly applied. Moreover, combining the suspended
PBS device with a MEMS actuator enables tunable PBS devices, which could act
as a polarization switch; or could improve the PER of the device by reducing the
coupling gap down to nanometric widths, not possible to pattern by lithography,
by using horizontal actuators.

On the LNOI platform work, next steps include demonstrating electro-optic
modulation and nonlinear processes with improved efficiency due to the high waveg-
uide confinement. This goes through improving the fabrication process to reduce
waveguide loss, which could be achieved by selecting different materials for the
masks, improving the lithographic techniques, and developing wet etching processes
to dissolve the dry etching residues. Then, the technology needs to be scaled up
into a foundry process, which will require a large effort, but might be feasible due
to the interest from the telecommunication industry in efficient, small, and low-cost
electro-optic modulation, frequency conversion, and single-photon generation.

In terms of photonic Lab-on-Chips, further work goes through demonstrating
biosensing features, followed by developing the wafer-level microfluidic packaging.
The following step involves combining such microfluidic platform with foundry-
processed photonic chips including optical and electronic packaging, to demonstrate
a complete Lab-on-Chip.

The field of photonic MEMS is still in its infancy, and other aspects of MEMS
actuation are only beginning to be applied to photonics, such as strain-tuning,
rotating, or tilting actuation. Moreover, developing photonic MEMS devices in
combination with (or part of) integrated sources and detectors, such as quantum
emitters, are only recently being investigated, and have a great potential due to their
low-temperature requirements [44, 121]. Additionally, the use of optomechanical
effects, in which light affects mechanical movement, has the potential to enable novel
functionalities, such as optical non-reciprocity [122], optical nonlinearities [123], and
Brillouin lasing [124], which will benefit from photonic MEMS platforms in which
high quality suspended waveguides can be fabricated.

To summarize, there are many prospects for photonic MEMS technologies, both
to improve established technologies and to enable novel applications. To harvest the
benefits that photonic MEMS brings, efforts need to be made both from research
and industry, to develop novel devices, and to develop foundry services that offer
photonic MEMS building blocks for next-generation PICs.
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